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Summary 

 

 

 

The Tallinn Manual 2.0 (TM 2.0, 2017) derives from a comprehensive academic research on how 

international law applies to cyber conflict. Subsequently, it aims to provide the set of instructions for 

state behavior in cyberspace. The cornerstone of the TM 2.0, Just War Theory, corresponds so far to the 

core state-centered values that underlie international law and thus starts with the idea of state security, 

which mainly focuses on the territorial integrity, protection of state borders, territory, and citizens from 

external threats. Although some researchers have pointed out, implicitly or explicitly, the limitation of 

such a state-centered account of values, no single study that focuses particularly on this as a matter of 

concern exists yet. By prioritizing state-centered security over human security values, the TM 2.0 lacks 

clarity on the other-than-state-centered values, in particular, care. Here, I define care following the 

philosopher of technology Shannon Vallor (2016) as: “a skillful, attentive, responsible, and emotionally 

responsive disposition to personally meet the needs of those with whom we share our technosocial 

environment.” After a thorough examination of the TM 2.0 and the ethical debate around cyberwarfare, 

I suggest using a technomoral virtue ethics framework and focus on the value of care as a practice, that, 

while it appears in a couple of rules, remains undefined and untackled by the TM 2.0. The aim of this 

project is to reveal 1) the importance of the value of care in TM 2.0, 2) potential ways of reading of care 

in TM 2.0, and 3) the challenges that remain. Hence, the main research question that this project aims to 

address is the following: In what way could an ethical theory of technomoral virtues fill in the value gap 

that currently exists in the Tallinn Manual 2.0 and, more broadly, in the debate surrounding the 

development of regulations for cyberwarfare? 

 

 

 

 

Key words: cyberwarfare, Tallinn Manual 2.0, state-centered values, human-centered values, 

technomoral care. 
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1. Introduction 

 

 

“A battle being waged by many, to defend the interests of many. (...) Just look at the 

Netherlands. (...) We’re now one of the world’s most digitally advanced countries. (...) 

And digital growth still hasn’t reached its peak. So it’s no surprise that the Netherlands is 

at the forefront of efforts to advance the debate on keeping cyberspace stable and safe.”  

 

17 August 2018 

Mr. Stef Blok, Dutch Minister of Foreign Affairs 

  1 Year Anniversary of the Tallinn Manual 2.0 1 

 

 

Throughout four days in May 2017, hospitals, telecommunication companies, power plant grids, critical 

infrastructures, and many individual and corporate devices that used a Windows Operating System were 

infected by a ransomware cryptoworm. According to security researchers from the Kaspersky lab, 

“WanaCrypt0r 2.0” or “WannaCry”  caused approximately 45,000 cyber attacks in 99 countries within 

those four days (Wong & Solon, 2017). This is just one of the cases that caused massive panic around the 

world about the coming era of cyberwarfare and raised concerns about the cyber defense of 

vulnerabilities of crucial IT systems.  

At the same time, with a continuous increase of cybersecurity threats (which are projected to 

become one of the top future global concerns, see Appendix C), the knowledge on how to address them 

has stayed relatively underdeveloped. The Tallinn Manual 2.0 (TM 2.0) was published in 2017 as a 

response to the challenges raised by cybersecurity threats in the economic, military, and social domains. 

This document is constituted by a set of instructions for state behavior in cyberspace. It was written to 

support and inform decision-making processes of governmental and legal authorities with formulated 

guidelines on how international law applies to cyber conflict (Schmitt et al., 2017).  

The TM 2.0 is an important starting point on the development of solid legal frameworks that will 

address different concerns and responsibility issues in the cyber domain. Currently, it is possible to point 

                                                      
1 See report:  http://puc.overheid.nl/doc/PUC_248137_11 

http://puc.overheid.nl/doc/PUC_248137_11
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out that the state, instead of people, is the central object of security in TM 2.0. Although the attempt to 

shift from cyberwarfare to the regulation of peacetime cyber operations was made in TM 2.0, similarly 

as in International Law (IL), the value of state security is privileged over the value of respect for human 

rights (Meredith & Christou, 2009,  p. 6). This implies that the core values behind TM 2.0, as in the 

preceding version TM 1.0, are sovereignty-oriented and state-centered.  

Before the TM 2.0 was published, many objections about the comprehensiveness of its main 

component, Just War Theory (JWT), and concerns about the potential applicability of the principles jus 

ad bellum (right to go to war) and jus in bello (right to conduct in war) to cyber issues have been raised 

by philosophers and ethicists of war (Rid, 2012; Taddeo, 2012, 2014, 2016; Smith, 2017, 2018; Stone, 

2013, Barrett, 2013, 2015; Sleat, 2017; Eberle, 2013; Lin et al., 2014). So far, JWT, while being the 

cornerstone of the TM 2.0, corresponds to the core state-centered values that underlie IL and are 

promoted by the ‘moderates’ who directed and guided the development of TM 2.0 (Schmitt et al., 

2017). At a very basic level, they argue that the principles jus in bello and jus ad bellum provide a 

sufficient ethical ground to approach cyberwarfare (Barrett, 2013, 2015; Eberle, 2013). This account, 

similarly to IL, is tied with the underlying idea of state security that mainly focuses on the territorial 

integrity, protection of state borders, territory, and citizens from external threats (Meredith & Christou, 

2009).  

Although some researchers have pointed out the limitation of such a state-centered account of 

values, implicitly as Lin et al., (2014) or explicitly as Taddeo (2012, 2014, 2016), currently, no single study 

exists which focuses particularly on this limitation as a matter-of-concern. ‘Skeptics’ implicitly indicate 

the disadvantages of the state-centered values since new problems raised by cyberwarfare are left “on 

the shoulders of individuals” (Lin et al., 2014). Whereas ‘radicals’ explicitly suggest that the technological 

component and related values should be emphasized and integrated into JWT. According to them, by 

merging JWT with the onto-centrism of Information Ethics (IE), it is possible to encompass techno-social 

assemblages of animate and inanimate actors like human, data, and infrastructures as assemblages of 

informational beings with an equally relevant moral status (Taddeo, 2012, 2014, 2016). 

However, following some authors, I object to the ‘radicals’ assumption that  the integrity of 

information systems is an intrinsic value which is equally acknowledged in different cultural contexts 

(Brey, 2007; Ess, 2008). Due to “the digital divide,”2- the idea that the world is divided between the 

online and offline -  the distribution of risks and benefits of new and emerging technologies are spread 

                                                      
2  Furthermore, as DiMaggio & Hargittai (2001) claim, “digital divide” leads to “digital inequality, by which we refer not just to 
differences in access, but also to inequality among persons with formal access to the Internet.”  
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with a different amplitude around a culturally heterogeneous world (DiMaggio & Hargittai, 2001). 

Therefore, without a particular ‘human perspective’ behind the integrity of an information system, this 

value is too abstract for the practical implications in regulatory practice. Thus, a key argument in this 

thesis is that the focus on state-centric values in TM 2.0 raises serious concerns, whereas a shift to onto-

centric values does not address these concerns, and the value gap that results from these approaches 

requires thorough examination.  

 

1.1 Thesis Statement, Objective and Research Question 

 

From a philosophy of technology standpoint, due to the rapid production of new and emerging 

technologies, the need for a critical appraisal of the values and practices informed by such technologies 

is actualized. Although the TM 2.0 is a comprehensive guide that encompasses numerous cyber 

operations, by prioritizing state-centered security (IL) over human security values, it lacks clarity on the 

other-than-state-centered values, in particular, care. Thus, after thorough examination of the TM 2.0 

and the ethical debate around cyberwarfare, I suggest to use an aretaic ethical theory - technomoral 

virtue ethics framework - where technomoral virtues are considered as “a new alignment of our existing 

moral capacities, adapted to a rapidly changing environment that increasingly calls for collective moral 

wisdom on a global scale” (Vallor, 2016). When relying on technomoral virtue ethics and shifting the 

focus to the human-centric values such as the value of care as a practice, there is a possibility for a 

human-centered approach to contribute to the discussion. While care appears in a couple of rules in the 

TM 2.0 (92, 59, 114), it remains largely undefined and untackled by such document.  

Hence, the aim of this thesis is: 1) to reveal the importance of the value of care in TM 2.0, 2) to 

suggest the potential ways of reading care, and 3) to reflect upon the challenges that remain after these 

interpretations. I define care following philosopher of technology Shannon Vallor (2016) as: “a skillful, 

attentive, responsible, and emotionally responsive disposition to personally meet the needs of those 

with whom we share our technosocial environment” (p. 138). Some further clarifications about what I 

mean by ‘the ways of reading care’ are needed. First, adopting the idea of technomoral change - 

alterations on the level of values and morality caused by technologies through time (Swierstra, 2016; 

Boenink et al., 2009) - is crucial for a comprehensive understanding of the new type of daily practices 

that people face and the subsequent corresponding values. In this thesis, I claim that reading the TM 2.0 
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with a technomoral virtue ethics lens makes it possible to unpack what are the practices informed by 

these values.  

 

In this regard, the main research question that will be addressed in this thesis is the following: In what 

way could an ethical theory of technomoral virtues fill in the value gap that currently exists in the Tallinn 

Manual 2.0 and, more broadly, in the debate surrounding the development of regulations for 

cyberwarfare? 

  

In order to provide a comprehensive answer to this research question, I suggest to explore four sub-

questions in Chapters 2 and 3. The research sub-questions are formulated in two groups as follows: 

 

● What are the key components that constitute the Tallinn Manual 2.0? What are the challenges 

that arise when the Tallinn Manual 2.0 is applied? What are the underlying values? How does 

the ethical debate, that preceded the issue of the Tallinn Manual 2.0, constitutes and addresses 

concerns regarding morality and other-than-state values? 

 

● What does an aretaic reading of Tallinn Manual 2.0 imply? What is the relevance of technomoral 

care in the Tallinn Manual 2.0? To what extent does the analysis of the dynamics in the 

technomoral care reveal and conceal ethically relevant aspects in the Tallinn Manual 2.0?  

 

 

1.2 Definition of Cyberwarfare 

 

After suggesting a thesis statement and research question, I propose to bring some conceptual clarity on 

the notion of ‘cyberwarfare.’ When referring to cyberwarfare as a multidisciplinary issue (see Appendix 

A), I define it, following the ethicist Mariarosaria Taddeo (2012), as “uses of ICT’s within an offensive or 

defensive military strategy that is endorsed by a state and aiming at the immediate disruption or control 

of the informational environment, with agents and targets ranging both on the physical and non-

physical domains and whose level of violence may vary upon circumstances” (p. 114).  In this definition, 

the explicit emphasis is put on two aspects: 1) informational nature of cyberwarfare, and 2) 

transversality as a qualifying couple like ‘physical — non-physical,’ ‘violent — non-violent,’ ‘human agent 
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— artificial agent’ (Taddeo, 2012, p. 210). Thus, since there is no universally recognized definition 

(Hughes & Colarik, 2017; see Appendix A), I consider Taddeo’s definition to be the most comprehensive 

and suggest to refer to it in this thesis.  

 

1.3 Methodology 

 

After clarifying the objectives of the research, in this section, the methodological techniques and 

strategies for collection and analysis of relevant data will be suggested. For the theoretical part of this 

thesis, cross-disciplinary literature review was made (digital libraries Web of Science and Scopus). 

Military Studies, International Relations, Security Studies, Legal Studies, Ethics and Philosophy are just 

among several domains that discuss cyberwarfare. Considering the multidisciplinary nature of the 

phenomena, on the theoretical level, this interdisciplinary research proposes a contribution from 

philosophy of technology to this cross-disciplinary debate.   

 

For the empirical analysis, the data collection was based on semi-structured interviews as the type of 

interviews that enable a researcher’s flexibility to ask interviewees different questions depending on 

particular situations while working towards the same research goal (Kvale, 1983; Noor, 2008; Spradley, 

1979). The way in which these interviews were conducted was approved by the Ethics Committee 

Behavioral Science (#18281) on April 6, 2018 and all the data is anonymized and used according to the 

GDPR rules. The questions are formulated in the developments and tendencies that took place in 

particular contexts (see questions in Appendixes E, F, G, H). The empirical observations are divided into 

three parts, each according to its methodological tool:  

 

1) Interviews with experts from the leading discussion domains. In order to reflect upon ethically 

controversial issues that appeared during literature review, an interview was conducted with R1, 

the expert in Computer Ethics. To reflect upon the complexities of the cross-disciplinary debate 

an interview was conducted with R2, the expert in International Relations. 

 

2)  Interviews with Estonian citizens for the analysis of the Estonia case, detailed below. It was 

particularly difficult to come to the decision about who should be considered as a relevant 

stakeholder in this exemplary case. The decision was made in favor of two citizens who 
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represent both ethnic groups populating Estonia, that is, from Russian ancestry and from 

Estonian ancestry (anonymized as R3 and R4 respectively). The criteria for the search of subjects 

was straightforward: they were present in the cyber attacks of  2007, and, since it was eleven 

years ago, they had to be adults during those events.    

 

These stakeholders, as representors of their ethnic group, were chosen to provide empirical insight from 

both sides of the conflict with the help of the methodological toolbox of Interpretative 

Phenomenological Analysis (IPA). It is a qualitative approach that is mainly used in psychology to focus 

on the content of how people try to make sense of various phenomena (Smith, 2011). Since IPA admits 

that humans are sense-making organisms, during the interpretative endeavor “researcher is trying to 

make sense of the participant trying to make sense of what is happening to them” (Smith & Osborn, 

2015). The analysis is based on Husserl’s account of phenomenology “which aims to produce an account 

of lived experience in its own terms rather than one prescribed by pre-existing theoretical 

preconceptions” (Smith & Osborn, 2015).  

Thus, according to IPA there is no direct way to engage with the experience of people and each 

interview should be qualified as a set of “particular instances of lived experience” (Smith et al., 2009, p. 

37). In-depth semi-structured interviews support the commitment to detailed personal accounts of 

participants. Furthermore, the particular advantage of IPA for this thesis is that it favors small size to 

large-scale groups of research participants that would inevitably require significant simplification of 

data. This advantage is linked with IPA’s idiographic commitment that relies on the idea that prior to 

more general claims, it is necessary to examine the detailed experience of each case.  

In this view, IPA is not just relevant for this study as it favors small size research participant 

groups, but it also fits with the theoretical basis, because it shares virtue ethics’ emphasis on the 

relevance of individual experiences. To systematize the process of analysis in IPA, Smith, Flowers and 

Larkin (2009) suggest approaching it in six steps: reading, initial noting, developing emergent themes, 

searching for connections among emergent themes, moving to the next case, and looking for patterns 

among cases. Based on this sixth step, the two core processes that constitute an IPA analysis can be 

distinguished: a) the shift from the descriptive accounts of the participants to the interpretative pieces; 

and b) the identification of particular patterns in the shared themes across multiple participants, while 

retaining the commitment to the participants’ choice of words (Reid, Flowers and Larkin, 2005).  
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3) Extractions from legal manuals, newspapers, journalists’ articles, and governmental reports 

about one of the classical case studies:  the cyber-attacks on Estonian government in 2007.  

 

The context of the events were depicted from news reports, academic publications, and published 

interviews with public and governmental authorities. The purpose of this analysis is to demonstrate that 

cyberattacks always appear in a particular techno-social order where distributions of technological risks 

and benefits are not equal. By observing the dynamics in the Estonia case and employing qualitative 

analysis, I aim to contribute to the cross-disciplinary discourse with approaches from philosophy of 

technology (see Chapter 3).  

 

1.5 Case Study 

 

It was reported that this case combined informational warfare with cyber attacks, thus brought together 

physical with digital domains of actions on the political level (Radin, 2017; Tikk & Vihul, 2010). These 

cyberattacks in Estonia were commonly recognized as an escalating case that boosted the discussions 

around cyberwarfare both in public (McGuinness, 2017; Tamkin, 2017) and academic debates (Rid, 

2012; Shackelford, 2010; Herzog, 2011).  

According to the former Estonian President’s speech at the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defense 

Center of Excellence (CCDCOE) conference in 2018, the Estonian case changed the way cyberattack was 

perceived. Before, cyberattacks were perceived as “espionage, and not to damage adversaries and make 

a political point,”3 as he further notices “It was averted and public,” as “continuation of policy by other 

means.” For more details, I introduce in box 1 a depicted narrative of the case study.  

  

                                                      
3 See Keynote speech retrieved from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_Fx5TPwQ4E 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_Fx5TPwQ4E
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Picture 1 and 2. Soviet soldier monument before (left) and after (right) relocation.

 

 

Box 1. Exemplar case: Estonia 2007 

Context: The case starts with a decree from the local Estonian government about the relocation of the 

monument dedicated to the fallen in WWII in Estonia (pic. 1, 2). This monument has a semiotic 

meaning for approximately 400.000 people from the post-soviet community who use this memorial as 

a public holiday location. Governmental authorities were forced to find a solution to prevent tensions 

between hooligans who, it was said, were using the same monument as location for violent anti-

Estonian protests. This relocation resulted in the explosion of adverse reactions of Russian minority's 

protesters including riots with Molotov bombs, burned cars, and unfortunately, even death (Ruus, 

2008).  

  

Cyberattacks: The night before the monument was relocated, a substantial attack on the information 

systems - DDoS 4 - overloaded and penetrated numerous governmental networks with the unfeasible 

concentration of connections, thus it made the systems unresponsive to users. Security experts have 

divided the attack into two phases: 1) amateurish attacks defaced websites or posted fake letters of 

apology from Estonian officials online, 2) a more sophisticated DDoS attack assessed as the work of 

expert hackers (Chloe, 2009). This phase requires the deployment of a botnet of over a million 

computers to flood the country with more than one thousand times its regular internet traffic (Ruus, 

2008).  At the same time, websites hosted on servers located within Russia posted instructions on 

how and what to attack (Leder et al., 2009). 

                                                      
4 Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) is a large number of coordinated computers that aim to overwhelm the targeted systems 
in two ways: 1) a massive number of individuals attacking simultaneously or 2) a network of computers, known as a botnet, 
covertly controlled through a backdoor to execute commands unknown to their owners (Leder et al., 2009). 
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Response: Eventually, the Estonian CERT developed a three-pronged approach to fixing the problems: 

1) to increase the server capacity for their systems to handle more traffic, 2) to develop a filtering 

system to separate good message traffic from bogus message traffic associated with the attack, 3) to 

work with the authorities responsible for the root Domain Name System servers to take the identified 

botnet computers offline (Ruus, 2008). This required to sacrifice the country’s connectivity to the rest 

of the world, since Estonia had to close its computer systems off from access outside of the country. 

After two years, it was revealed that the pro-kremlin youth organization “Nashi” took the 

responsibility for the cyberattacks (Shachtman, 2009). 

 

1.5 Outline 

 

It is significant for any in-depth research that requires the combination of empirical and theoretical 

analyses to identify and elaborate the following: state-of-the-art for the thesis, the definition of the 

theoretical framework, and methodological guidance. After I stated the problem, introduced research 

questions and provided detailed methodological guidelines in Chapter 1, the purpose of Chapter 2 is to 

inform the reader about the state-of-the-art for the thesis by supporting the analysis with several 

exemplifications of the tensions that occur during its application to well-known cases of cyberwarfare.  

Based on that, in Chapter 2 I give a critical appraisal of academic research on how IL applies to cyber 

conflicts in order to illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of a state-centered account of values 

originated from the state-centered security paradigm that is hold by TM 2.0. Further I seek to identify 

the other-than-state values in the debate around cyberwarfare, that in turn, preceded the issue of TM 

2.0. In the Chapter 3, the definition of the theoretical framework and contribution from philosophy of 

technology will be suggested to facilitate a principally different reading of TM 2.0 and respectively JWT. 

Here, the notion of ‘technomoral care’ in the intersection of technomoral virtue ethics and the theory of 

techno-moral change will be introduced. Basing on this theoretical and conceptual analysis I propose a 

broader depiction of the other-than-state values that are at stake in cyberwarfare nourished with the 

empirical insights. The combination of the theoretical and empirical analysis proposed in this chapter is 

aimed at making a preliminary step in the shift towards a human-centered perspective on security and 

move to an understanding of the regulations of cyberwarfare beyond state-centered security paradigm 
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level. Finally, I will integrate all the components of the analysis proposed by this thesis and address 

some objections to end with a few general concluding remarks where all the points and findings will be 

systematically recalled.  
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2. Tallinn Manual 2.0: Key Components and State-Centered Security  

This chapter provides a preliminary overview of TM 2.0, its basic components and existing conceptual 

and regulatory challenges that currently surround legal, military, and ethical discussions about 

cyberwarfare. The group of research sub-questions that are addressed here is: What are the key 

components that constitute the Tallinn Manual 2.0? What are the challenges that arise when the Tallinn 

Manual 2.0 is applied? What are the underlying values? How does the ethical debate, that preceded the 

issue of the Tallinn Manual 2.0, constitutes and addresses concerns regarding morality and other-than-

state values? 

 

In the first section of this chapter, I introduce the TM 2.0 and give critical appraisal of academic research 

on how International Law (IL) is applied to cyber conflicts. Here, I will demonstrate how TM 2.0, IL, and 

Just War Theory (JWT) are interwoven, and what are the challenges to the applicability of the rules in 

the manual. Then, I will elaborate on concrete examples in regard to the conceptual and responsibility 

gaps that occur when TM 2.0 and principles of JWT are applied. The combination of these challenges will 

be referred as the ‘regulatory gap’. Based on this, I will elaborate on another relevant, yet less covered 

point: that the state-centered values underneath TM 2.0 are linked to a state-security paradigm, and 

thus, representation of other-than-state values is opaque. In regard to the components of TM 2.0 that 

are displayed in sections 2.1 and 2.2, the sections 2.4 and 2.5 are focused on the underlying values that 

were put forward in the broader ethical debate around cyberwarfare. In each section, I will turn to 

counter-arguments 1) against the ‘moderates’ position and the analogy approach, and 2) against 

‘radicals’ adopting and merging a ‘moderates’ position with philosophy of technology. Respectively, in 

each section, I will elaborate on the matter of explicitly or implicitly incorporated values.  

 

2.1 Unraveling the Legal Resource   

 

In 2017, the document called Tallinn Manual 2.0 (TM 2.0), an influential resource for states and legal 

advisers authored by twenty international law (IL) experts was published. This collaboration was 

facilitated and led by the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defense Center of Excellence with the aim to qualify 

and tackle cases of different conflicts and operations in the cyber domain. TM 2.0 “reinterpret[s] IL 

through the drawing of analogies between kinetic (physical) and cybernetic domains” and consists of 
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154 rules, that are based on legal regimes as the law of state responsibility, the law of the sea, air and 

space, international telecommunications law, diplomatic law, and human rights law (Efrony & Shany, 

2018, p. 583).  

Referring to the International Court of Justice affirmation in the Nuclear Weapons advisory 

opinion, the TM 2.0 states that although cyber operations are not explicitly mentioned in the existing 

law of armed conflict treaties, “the general rules that determine the legality of weapons will also 

determine the lawfulness of cyber methods and means of warfare” (Schmitt et al., 2017, p. 451). In the 

Rule 103 (Definitions of means and methods of warfare), there are two conceptual specifications 

provided: 1) “‘means of cyber warfare’ are cyber weapons and their associated cyber systems,” and 2) 

“‘methods of cyber warfare’ are the cyber tactics, techniques, and procedures by which hostilities are 

conducted” (Schmitt et al., 2017, p. 452).          

Yet, based on the extracted rule, because of the development of new and emerging 

technologies, warfare can be extended to the new man-made domain ‘cyberspace’ by making use of 

cyber weapons. Cyber weapon,5 while often being a computer program, cause damage when exploiting 

one or more vulnerabilities in the system. These can be vulnerabilities in software/hardware 

configurations and the so-called human factor.6 Both cyber weapons and information about a system’s 

vulnerabilities are not just developments of military agencies, but often sold on the black market 

(Maathuis et al., 2016). Cyber tools that are actively used can be one of, or a combination of, the 

following: distributed denial-of-service attack (DDoS), critical infrastructure attack (CIA), thief or 

destruction of hardware, cyber-espionage, confidential data acquisition (CDA), web vandalism and 

propaganda. Each of these tools require different levels of sophistication, and thus, each one is 

significantly different regarding technical and financial means. 

Due to such diversity of cyber weapons, in TM 2.0, compared to the first version of the Tallinn 

Manual, a conceptual alteration from the ‘cyberwar’ to ‘cyber operations’ was accompanied with the 

extended focus from the international humanitarian law (IHL) governing cyberwarfare to the peacetime 

legal regimes. Such extension has been justified by observing that in the contemporary world, the vast 

number of cyber attacks would “fall beneath the threshold at which IHL would typically declare them to 

be a formal act of war” (Leetaru, 2017). In other words, cases involving the cyber weapons of theft or 

                                                      
5 Maathuis et al., (2016) provide a comprehensive working definition for cyber weapons: “A computer program created and/or 
used to alter or damage (an ICT component of) a system in order to achieve (military) objectives against adversaries inside 
and/or outside cyberspace.”  
6  Human factor - the type of vulnerabilities where users provide necessary details for access and control of confidential data on 
their computers or computers they use. For more detail see: 
https://seclab.stanford.edu/courses/cs203/lectures/humanfactor.pdf   
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destruction of hardware, cyber-espionage, confidential data acquisition (CDA), and sometimes also 

DDoS  would all fall beneath the threshold into the area unregulated by IHL and called the “grey zone” 

(Schmitt, 2017). TM 2.0 makes an attempt to provide sufficient instruction for the regulation of the 

cases that fall into this ‘grey zone.’ However, the current version is still underdeveloped to guide legal 

experts in such type of the cases.   

To provide some background on TM 2.0, IHL is a branch of IL that specifically deals with the 

armed conflicts. Renaissance jurist Hugo Grotius and philosopher Francisco di Victoria, the ‘fathers’ of IL, 

started a new chapter proposing their different account of ethics and law of war which “in part aimed at 

developing a codified law of war that can be applied and enforced across nations” (Beard, 2014). Both 

thinkers made an attempt to systematize the already existing knowledge about morality and principles 

of war and then develop an IL of war, foundationally based on deontology “as the element of morality 

that is most like in form to the law” (Beard, 2014).  

The long tradition of debates around the justification of wars shows gradually consolidating 

perspectives throughout history, dating back to philosophers like Augustine de Hippo, Cicero and 

Thomas Aquinas (Beard, 2014).7 But only after the 1977 Vietnam war, the “traditionalist” account of 

JWT with the principles 8 of jus ad bellum (right to go to war) and jus in bello (right to conduct in war) 

was suggested by Michael Walzer in the book “Just and Unjust Wars” and became a solid and recognized 

theory (Lazar, 2017). JWT seeks a middle path between pacifism (where neither state nor individual 

should engage in war-effort whatsoever), and realism (where the validity and effectiveness of moral 

rules that aim on regulation of the behaviors of states is denied) (Lazar, 2017).  

The debate in the philosophy of war is largely polarized between “traditionalist” and 

“revisionist” approaches. The core disagreements are around the principle of noncombatant immunity 

and the moral equality of combatants (Pattison, 2018). These principles are largely what distinguish the 

“traditionalist” JWT of Walzer (2017), for whom discrimination meant you could not target civilians, and 

the contemporary JWT where discrimination means “noncombatant deaths are permissible only if 

proportionate to the military objective sought” (Lazar, 2017). According to McMahan (2010) the 

“revisionist” account holds the idea that it is permissible to target noncombatants in situations when 

they are legally responsible and, “conversely, the moral equality of combatants is mistaken because 

morally innocent combatants, such as those who make just contributions to a war, are not permissible 

targets” (Pattison, 2018). The “traditionalists” largely criticized “revisionists” in two ways: i) they 

                                                      
7 For more details see Brekke (2005). 
8 jus ad bellum (just cause, good intentions, proportionality, likelihood of success, last resort and legitimate authority) and jus in 
bello (proportionality, necessity and discrimination). See Appendix B. 
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attempt to defend “claims that could undermine weakening compliance with international humanitarian 

law” or, ii) “conversely, they see “revisionists” as only tackling abstract philosophical puzzles that have 

little, if any, real-world applicability for the foreseeable future” (Pattison, 2018). 

The majority of the rules from TM 2.0 are relying on the basis of Walzer’s “traditionalist” 

account of JWT and the principles of jus ad bellum and jus in bello (Efrony & Shany, 2018, p. 584). They 

do accept the new ethical, legal, and philosophical challenges that are raised by cyberwarfare. However, 

they are optimistic about the resources of JWT to comprehend and tackle these issues (Barrett, 2013, 

2015; Eberle, 2013; Schmitt et al., 2017; Sleat, 2017). Even though cyberwarfare sometimes is referred 

to and compared with the idea of The New Cold War,9 because of the absence (in most cases) of 

physical violence and ‘bloodlessness,’ it is often argued that the nature of soft and non-violent 

cyberwarfare can serve as a means to avoid traditional war and its bloodshed (Taddeo, 2012, 2014; 

Barrett, 2013; 2015; Rid, 2012). Whereas in traditional warfare where the evils are often referred to as 

casualties and physical damages, in the case of cyberwarfare, the balance is unobvious and problematic 

(discussed by: Smith, 2017; Stone, 2013; Rid, 2012; Barrett, 2015).  

While being a tool of IHL, according to the proponents of the ‘analogy approach’, the principles 

of JWT are fulfilling their function and tackle ethical issues in cyberwarfare of different type (Schmitt et 

al., 2017). A good example of this is the Standard View (Schmitt, 1999). TM 2.0 holds this consequence-

based account called the ‘Standard View’ (proposed by Schmitt, 1999; criticized by Smith, 2018) and 

prioritizes the larger cyber attacks on critical infrastructure (e.g. Stuxnet)10 and military facilities where 

human death (or injuries) and object destruction (or damage) are potentially involved. Since such cases 

are qualified as ‘attacks,’ the substantial rules of the Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions, 

which restrict the conduct of hostilities, are applicable. As a result, in TM 2.0, non-state actors and 

peacetime cyber espionage constitute cyber operations that are not regulated by the IHL and thus, 

require further discussions and negotiations (Schmitt, 2017).  

This relates to perhaps the most discussed principle in the ethical debate - just cause or casus 

belli. This principle is the most important for TM 2.0 from the jus ad bellum principles, because the 

current cornerstone - the Standard View (Schmitt, 1999) - explicitly clarifies what cases are considered 

as acts of war and what cases are not.  Thus, when operating, the principle is indicative for the cases 

that are regulated by IHL and are above the ‘war’ threshold (Schmitt et al., 2017). This is a particularly 

                                                      
9 See https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2010/jan/28/cyber-attacks-hacking 

 
10 See https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-11388018 

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2010/jan/28/cyber-attacks-hacking
http://philosophyandculture.berggruen.org/ideas/is-the-cyber-era-the-new-cold-war
http://philosophyandculture.berggruen.org/ideas/is-the-cyber-era-the-new-cold-war
https://www.bbc.com/timelines/zc6fbk7
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important point for TM 2.0, because according to this principle, a state may justify their military 

response to cyber operations (discussed by: Smith, 2018; Sleat, 2017; Barrett, 2013).  

However, while it became possible to clarify things with categorization of an  act of war, 

cyberspace still raises many other concerns in relation with TM 2.0. Particularly important is the core 

disagreement between “traditionalist” and “ revisionist” accounts: the principal of discrimination of 

non-combatants immunity. Regarding this principle, there are two challenging issues that can be 

indicated in the “traditionalist” account of TM 2.0. First, there are no indicative possibilities to 

distinguish combatants from non-combatants, as cyber warriors can live regular lives at their homes, or 

be a state-sponsored activists (Schmitt, 2017, p. 9). Second, combatants can easily hide among the civil 

population, which might result in an increase in surveillance from the state and thus threaten the rights 

of the entire population (Taddeo, 2014). This dilemma concurs into the responsibility and liability gaps 

that are appearing when TM 2.0 is applied (Barrett, 2013; 2015). Thus, although by shifting the scope 

from cyberwarfare operations to peacetime operations TM 2.0 attempts to address these challenges, or 

at least enact further research, this principle challenges the analogy approach, since non-combatant 

immunity is a significant dilemma in TM 2.0.  

Now, in order to be less abstract, let me provide some examples. I suggest to use the conceptual 

model of the context of use of a cyber weapon designed by Maathuis et al., (2016) that consists of five 

components: 1) actor: those who are responsible for cyber operation (state, non-state actors, hybrid 

actors); 2) define objectives: actor’s goals; 3) select target: an object, an entity, or a person engaged in 

taking advantage on the adversary; 4) take action: employment of a cyber weapon; and 5) impact: 

physical and non-physical result or effect (Maathuis et al., 2016). Referring to this model, in Table 1 I list 

three cases: one case that constitutes the act of war, one case of peacetime cyber espionage, and a case 

of DDoS.  
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Table 1. Exemplary cases of the use of means and methods of cyberwarfare. 

 

Interestingly, according to Taddeo’s definition and up to a certain extent, all three cases in Table 

1 could be qualified as cyberwarfare. But only the case of Stuxnet it is constituting the act of war in the 

legal sense when appealing to the TM 2.0 core premise of the Standard View. In this case, a cyber worm 

successfully attacked and damaged approximately 1000 centrifuges on Iranian nuclear reaction 

(Maathuis et al., 2016). Considering the fact that the facility was not connected to the internet, this case 

changed the common understanding of the potentiality of cyber weapons. Moreover, it is the first digital 

weapon that physically destroyed its target. Due to these specifics, this case is sometimes recalled as a 
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part of an armed race between the United States and the Middle East. Stuxnet is classified by TM 2.0 as 

an ‘attack’ to which the Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions is potentially applicable. 

Similarly to Stuxnet, the more recent case of a cyber attack on the Ukrainian power grid in 2015 falls 

under the same category - act of war - and thus constitutes casus belli according to JWT.  

         In a legal sense, the other two cases are more problematic since they fall beneath the threshold 

at which IHL would be applicable and are in the ‘grey zone’ of IL. In the case of Estonia, although a vast 

majority of the pertinent scholars assure that Russia is behind these attacks, non-state actors (pro-

kremlin activists) officially declared their responsibility for the attacks. At the same time, these activists 

did not reveal that they were specifically paid or motivated by the Russian government to deploy these 

attacks. This was also highlighted in the interview with R2 who made an emphasis on the unclarity of the 

link between pro-kremlin activists and the Russian government. Yet a hybrid actor, or in other words, a 

non-state actor who is potentially supported by a state actor, may remain unidentified or vice versa (or 

identified as terrorists, activists et cetera). Indeed, as in the Estonia case, even though the causality 

chain seems to pinpoint towards a hybrid actors’ status, a retribution challenge unveils the failure to 

assign any legal responsibility on the state level, since cyber operations that are involving non-state 

actors are not regulated by IHL. In turn, such issues result from a tension in JWT and TM 2.0 on the 

matter of the applicability of the discrimination principle.  

         A similar non-state actor challenge is present in other type of cyber attack - confidential data 

acquisition - named Aurora (2009).11 However, in this case, there is an additional constraint to the 

applicability of IHL. This case qualifies as peacetime cyber espionage and falls into the ‘grey zone’ of IL.  

In the TM 2.0, it is explicitly highlighted that “non-violent operations, such as psychological cyber 

operations and cyber espionage, do not qualify as attacks” (Schmitt et al., 2017, p. 415). Subsequently, 

such liability gaps result in a tension on the legal level between a justified military response to a given 

state actor according to IHL and law enforcement towards a hybrid or non-state actor which is further 

complicated by the chosen methods.  

Considering the above-mentioned points, it is unclear what would be the legitimate response of 

an attacked state to its offender (Schmitt, 2017, pp. 249-251, 254). Whereas it is notable that such cases 

of cyber espionage may potentially result in an economic crisis due to corporate data about future and 

current projects being stolen and, thus might even potentiate future attacks on technological products 

such as robotics (data including pieces of codes for different technological products). The existence of 

non-state actors is also a challenge for the more recent cases that are actively discussed in the media: 

                                                      
11  See https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2010/jan/28/cyber-attacks-hacking 

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2010/jan/28/cyber-attacks-hacking
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The 2016 U.S. presidential elections (Schmitt, 2017), BREXIT, WannaCry, and NotPetya. However, 

diplomatic measures such as expelling diplomats, economic sanctions, and criminal indictments were 

enacted in some of these cases despite the existing liability challenge.  

 

2.2 Values and State-Centered Security 

 

In addition to the challenges that were raised from the application of TM 2.0, like responsibility gap 

(caused by the tension with the discrimination principle) and conceptual gap (casus belli, inapplicability 

of IHL to a vast majority of cyberwarfare cases according to the Standard view), another less covered 

point shall be raised. Specifically, the fact that the “traditionalist” account of JWT underneath TM 2.0, 

focuses mainly on the state-centered and sovereignty-centered values like territorial integrity and 

protection of state borders, territory, objects and citizens from external threats (Schmitt et al., 2017, see 

for example p. 11-29). In the webcast from the launch of the Tallinn Manual 2.0 on the International Law 

Applicable to Cyber Operations at the Atlantic Council in Washington, D.C., the panelist and director of 

TM 2.0 - Michael Schmitt, made a comment that confirmed the underlying idea that state-centered 

values are still very dominant in the project, despite the shift to peacetime cyber operations.12 In his 

speech, he makes the following statement: 

 

We have some ground from which we can develop some norms because I believe that we all are 

operating for roughly the same perspective (he is talking about the other experts who represent 

their countries here). So, the big elephant in the room that we have in a project is: is this a 

helpful project? From a state perspective? (original accent here). We were not writing for 

academics, we are writing for countries, for legal advisors.13  

 

In accordance with Schmitt’s line of reasoning, the conceptual core of TM 2.0 - IL - starts with the idea of 

a state-centered security that mainly focuses on 1) the territorial integrity, and 2) the protection of state 

borders, territory, objects and citizens from external threats. To make this claim clearer, I explain this 

concept in Table 2 by referring to the initial domain of the current and ongoing operations since the end 

of the Cold War debate in International Relations Studies (Mahmud et al., 2008). 

                                                      
12 See webcast. Retrieved from: https://www.justsecurity.org/37559/tallinn-manual-2-0-international-law-cyber-operations/ 
13 This particular part of the Schmitt’s speech can be found starting from 32 minute of the webcast. 

https://www.justsecurity.org/37559/tallinn-manual-2-0-international-law-cyber-operations/
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Table 2. State-security paradigm. 

 

The position underneath state-security paradigm in TM 2.0 requires a critical appraisal. Even 

though TM 2.0 tends to indicate and locate the threshold for a broader range of cyber operations by 

specifying what ‘armed conflict’ in cyber domain entails, it implicitly prioritizes the cases that are 

classified as ‘armed conflict.’ In that regard, and also considering the objective emphasized by Schmitt in 

his speech, it is possible to point out in the current stage that in TM 2.0 the state, instead of the people, 

is the central object of security. Furthermore, by informing the short-term solutions, TM 2.0 provides 

guidance for the cases that justify military response and construct conflict resolution strategies like 

sanctions and other types of economic responses. Hence, the attempts to broaden its scope to the 

peacetime regulations and human rights resulted, in fact, merely in acknowledgement of the existence 

of the ‘grey zones’ of IL, and case-by-case discussions that follow state-centered objectives.  

The potential reason behind such an emphasis on state-centered security was explained by von 

Heinegg’s (2014) in regards to TM 1.0: “If governments accepted the application of a unified body of 

international rules on cyber security that no longer distinguishes between State conduct on the one 

hand and the conduct of non-State actors on the other hand, the military option would simply be 

unavailable” (p. 16). Human-centered values are introduced. However, they are incorporated in a very 

narrow way, since the analogy to the traditional types of warfare ultimately bounds the scope to a state 

perspective and its objectives and concerns.  

Moreover, just like in IL and correspondingly in JWT, the value of state security is regarded over 

the value of respect for human rights (Meredith & Christou, 2009, p. 6). A similar pattern can be 

identified in TM 2.0. As the Rule 22 states: “Countermeasures, whether cyber in nature or not, may not 

include actions that affect fundamental human rights, amount to prohibited belligerent reprisals, or 

violate a peremptory norm. A State taking countermeasures must fulfill its obligations with respect to 
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diplomatic and consular inviolability” (p. 122). However, right after this rule is introduced, it is indicated 

in the point four that the convergence upon the requirements for this rule are rather problematic.  

 

The open question is the degree to which the prohibition extends to other human rights. For 

instance, cyber activities raise concerns regarding the right to privacy (Rule 35), thereby begging 

the question of whether a cyber operation that affects this right may qualify as a 

countermeasure or, instead, is precluded on the basis that the right is ‘fundamental’, as that 

term is understood with respect to Article 50. The International Group of Experts could not 

achieve a consensus on this point. (…) As discussed in Rule 34, whether or how human rights 

apply extraterritorially is unsettled and controversial. (Schmitt et al., p. 123). 

 

Based on these generic observations of the correlation between state-security paradigm and objectives 

of TM 2.0, the conclusion follows that TM 2.0, similarly to TM 1.0, exclusively addresses state objectives 

of cybersecurity concerns and is thus mutually tied with the state-centered security paradigm. Because 

of such a focus in TM 2.0, the core values are sovereignty-oriented and state-centered, which makes the 

applicability of the manual for regulation of cyber operations rather problematic when other types of 

cyber operations are considered seriously, including the issues like threat to people and their well-being, 

education, health, democracy, income, and political freedom. On this note, let me turn to the sections 

2.3 and 2.4 and the proposals that were made in the ethical debate around cyberwarfare that preceded 

the issue of TM 2.0.  

 

2.3 ‘Skeptics’: Against State-Centrism  

 

The ‘skeptics’ are opponents of the analogy approach to the ethics of cyberwarfare. Skeptics have been 

explicitly acknowledging the significant alterations brought by the development of cyber weapons and 

their disparity with traditional types of warfare. While being seriously concerned about emerging and 

consolidating ethical challenges, they argue that JWT is unable to comprehensively accommodate these 

new inquiries. Subsequently, they are skeptical about the necessity to frame cyber attacks under the 

paradigm of warfare (Rid, 2012; Lin et al., 2014).  

 This position was suggested by Thomas Rid in the paper with the provocative title “Cyber War 

Will Not Take Place” (2012). He argues that cyber war has never happened in the past, does not take 
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place in a present, and it is unlikely to occur in the future (p. 6). According to Rid (2012), this statement 

is true especially if one reads more thoroughly Clausewitz’s conception of war and takes its focus on 

violence as a starting point (p. 6). In contrast to the reading that Arquilla and Ronfeldt (1993) make of 

Clausewitz (p. 32, see Appendix A), Rid puts an emphasis on the necessity of physical and lethal aspects 

of act in order to be considered cyberwarfare (Rid, 2012, pp. 7-8). Rid (2012) considers destruction and 

damage of the objects resulted from cyber operation as an insufficient criterion.14 He claims that 

cyberwarfare is “a potentially lethal, extrinsic, and political act of force conducted through malicious 

code” (Rid, 2012, p. 6).  

Thus, Rid (2012) takes his own stands in reading Clausewitz while deriving the conclusion of 

what should be count as cyberwarfare and what not. Such reading of Clausewitz, however, fails to 

address the significance of information (Clausewitz, 1997, pp. 64, 149) and the remark about the 

diversity of wars (Clausewitz, 1997, p. 22). At the same time, as Stone points out, the value of Rid’s 

argument “rests not so much on whether it is right or wrong, but on its capacity for provoking debate 

around cyberwar and, by extension, about the fundamentals of war itself” (Stone, 2013, p. 107). By 

critically examining Rid’s position and exploring the three concepts of force, violence, and lethality, 

Stone (2013) demonstrates that cyber attacks can be constructed as acts of war that are aligned with 

Clausewitz’s conceptual underpinning.  

 

Another skeptical point of view that is more relevant in the context of other-than-state values is 

questioning the relevance of JWT in regulation of cyber issues. In their paper “Is Warfare the Right 

Frame for the Cyber Debate?” (2014), Lin et al. observed that cyberwarfare will remain an ethically 

difficult issue until solid and responsible cyber policy is developed. As they suggest: “We may plausibly 

reframe the problem not as warfare but as a private defense, i.e., self-defense by private parties, 

especially commercial companies, as distinct from a nation-state’s right to self-defense” (Lin et al., 2014, 

p. 40). 

 In this regard, the authors pointed out the relevant aspects and asymmetry in the measure of 

justice to victims and deterrence for aggressors. They claim that new ethical and philosophical problems 

that are created by cyber attacks are currently “on the shoulders” of private individuals and will be so 

until policymakers encompass these issues in regulating such new forms of aggressions (Lin et al., 2014, 

p. 56). According to the authors, JWT, which was relevant in the context of traditional types of warfare, 

                                                      
14  To consider: since 2012 there were quite a lot of physically harmful attacks, especially in the industrial settings. See Moreno 
(2018). 
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is to blame as a cause of this regulatory gap. A similar theme emerged in the interview with R1, whose 

point was also objecting the necessity of the military context and warfare as a frame.  

 Indeed, a large amount of security issues in the cyber realm are currently on the shoulders of 

individuals and private parties. However, even though the regulations and liability for smaller types of 

attacks, as it was shown in the previous chapter, are still insufficiently covered in TM 2.0, certain 

directions for future research were put forward. Since 2014, the year when Lin et al. published their 

article, an important step towards establishing international regulations for cyber operations was made, 

even though it does not yet provide a full-fleshed account of regulatory practices for the cases that fall 

below the threshold. In other words, military context is no longer applicable to the types of cyber 

operations that are below the threshold level and are recognized by IHL as an act of war and are 

deemed as the ‘grey zone’ of IL. Thus,  all-things-considered, the explicit message of the critique 

provided by Lin et al., (2014) is slightly outdated. Nevertheless, the key message of their critique is 

aligned to what this thesis attempts to make an explicit point: since people cannot grant sufficient level 

of security for themselves in order to be resistant to cyber attacks, there are always third parties 

involved which are providing security as service.    

To be more precise, neither Rid’s (2012) nor Lin’s et al., (2014) offer constructive comments on 

the missing values, which cannot be accommodated when framing the regulation of cyber issues 

through the lens of military context. Rid disregards this point at all and focuses only on the provocative 

skepticism about the seriousness of cyber attacks and the necessity to be cautious about them as if they 

were acts of war. Lin et al., (2014), however, appear to implicitly indicate some of their worries about 

the disregarded human-centered values. In particular, while addressing their worries about ‘private 

individuals’ and resting ‘on their shoulders’ problems caused by cyber attacks, the underlying message 

they pinpoint is the clash between state-centered values and human-centered values in advantage of 

the first.  

Thus, a ‘beyond line’ reading of Lin et al.’s argument (2014) would imply the idea that JWT and 

military context disregards the human-centered perspective on values like justice, liberty, and others in 

favor of valuing the protection of state borders, territory, and citizens from external threats. In such 

way, the skeptical argument proposed by Lin et al. appears to make a stronger critical claim towards the 

applicability of JWT to cyber attacks. This claim is aligned with my observations, which I share in the next 

chapter. But, before that, let us make a critical appraisal of the approach proposed by ‘radicals’  in the 

next subsection. 
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2.4 ‘Radicals’: Onto-Centric Values  

 

The ‘radicals’ argue that JWT is solely insufficient to comprehend this relatively ‘new’ cyber domain. 

Thus, an analysis of the theoretical foundations of JWT is required to adjust its “traditionalist” account 

to the novel challenges brought by the transversality of cyberwarfare (Taddeo, 2012, 2014; Sleat, 2017, 

pp. 2-3). The core proposal suggested by ‘radicals’ is to revise such theoretical foundations to advance it 

with adjustments to the numerous manifestations of technological developments and pinpoint towards 

new values (Taddeo, 2012, 2014, 2016). Taddeo (2012) claims that the establishment of a functional 

model that will encompass informational infrastructures and data as relevant aspects in an ethical 

analysis based on the JWT is the right way to go. Correspondingly, in several papers, Taddeo (2012, 

2014, 2016) proposes a collaboration between JWT and Informational Ethics (IE) towards one new 

approach for the comprehensive ethical analysis of cyberwarfare: Just Cyber War (JCW).  

 Taddeo (2012) largely criticizes the ‘moderates’ position by arguing that JWT is an 

anthropocentric theory, which in the case of cyberwarfare leads to the framework’s insensitivity 

because of the involvement of information and digital infrastructures and conforming to these 

technological expansion values. Her solution is brought by the claim that to enhance the framework’s 

sensitivity, JWT should be enriched by the ontological basis of macroethical theory - Informational Ethics 

(IE), proposed by Luciano Floridi (1999). In other words, to provide ethical and legal frameworks that will 

encompass all the specifics of cyberwarfare, it is necessary to incorporate the significance of 

informational beings into the principles of JWT and make a shift from an anthropocentric to a non-

anthropocentric theory. This way Just Cyber War (JCW) framework emerged as onto-centric theory. 

Even though I consider Taddeo’s intention to incorporate the idea that values are changing with 

a dramatic technological expansion as a relevant point to consider, I find her account of values as 

misguiding. In order to increase clarity, two inquires need to be set aside: 1) the deontological question 

of whether cyberwarfare will ever be able to satisfy the principle of JWT and the requirements of IHL; 

and 2) the utilitarian question of whether cyberwarfare will ultimately prevent or cause more suffering 

in combatants and civilians. Instead, I suggest delving deeper in IE to address a question that lacks 

attention, that is, the significance of the values behind its onto-centric ontology in cyberwarfare. 

 Taddeo justifies her choice by relying upon Floridi’s (1999) assumption that IE is based on an 

ontology of information, and therefore, is non-anthropocentric but onto-centric. Because it is an 

ontology that sees reality as an “Infosphere” that consists of not just human beings and non-human 

beings, but of so-called “informational beings” (Floridi, 1999), it shifts from merely human agents to the 
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inclusion of both humans and non-humans actors and actants. One might ask here, what is the 

difference between “Infosphere” and “cyberspace?” Following Taddeo’s clarification (2012), 

“Infosphere” is not the same phenomena as cyberspace because it is not a domain, but rather an 

ontological dimension of the contemporary world. Computers, robots, networks and even pieces of 

code are similar to human agents and objects from environment like grass and flowers, they are all 

equally considered as inhabitants of the “Infosphere”:  

 

As remarked in (Taddeo and Vaccaro 2011), the Infosphere is the totality of what exists. The 

Infosphere includes agents and objects, relations and processes, as well as the space within 

which they act. It is not to be confused with cyberspace, as it includes online as well as offline 

and analogue domains. (...) The Infosphere is the environment in which animate and inanimate, 

digital and analogue informational objects are morally evaluated. (Taddeo, 2012,  p. 214) 

 

In other words, IE considers humans as informational beings similarly and equally to any other animate 

or inanimate being such as wind and water, or AI and smartphones. Hence, as it is argued, every 

informational being has a basic moral right to flourish, and thus, the ontological equality is a core 

conception in IE (Floridi, 1999). Considering the idea of ontological equality, Taddeo attempts to cover 

the gaps that result from the application of traditional anthropocentric theories of warfare to 

cyberwarfare. Taddeo (2012, 2014) demonstrates that such combination of the frameworks increases 

sensitivity to different types of actors: human, non-human, and informational actants and actors. By 

doing so, it discloses the ethical issues that are at stake in cyberwarfare.  

Taddeo (2012, 2014, 2016) emphasizes that the main benefit brought by this perspective is that 

the framework’s sensitivity provides the possibility to ethically encompass the damage and destruction 

of various targets like information, access to personal data, and digital governmental infrastructures. 

Following the author’s own words: “A human being, who suffers the consequences of a cyber attack and 

an informational infrastructure that is disrupted by a cyber attack are both to be consider the receiver of 

the moral action. The morality of that action will be assessed on the basis on its effect on their rights to 

exist and flourish” (Taddeo, 2012,  p. 215). 

 

Thus, the value that goes hand-in-hand with ontological equality and grants flourishing, in Taddeo’s 

sense, is ‘informational integrity.’ Taddeo (2014) claims it to be central in the JCW framework (p. 132). 

Moreover, following Taddeo’s addition, on the one hand,  it is possible to claim that she proposes a 
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“revisionist” account of JWT in such onto-centric version that significantly affects the principle of 

noncombatant immunity. This point is vital to Taddeo’s (2012, 2014, 2016) argument, since JCW wants 

to target humans, even civilians, if they are a threat to the Infosphere.  

While challenges of false positives and false negatives remain open for discussion in TM 2.0, 

Taddeo’s perspective will not make any beneficial improvement to solve the regulatory gap. Rather, it 

will create even more tension with the principle of discrimination. Take for instance the involvement of 

hybrid actors, who are state-sponsored actors (like in the case of attacks on Estonia). Before their 

relation to the state is officially confirmed, they are accounted as non-state actors by IL. Thus, according 

to the principle of discrimination, they cannot be targeted. Therefore, Taddeo’s point to disregard non-

combatant immunity when threat is imposed to the Infosphere (2014) is a rather dangerous shift that 

might potentially result in non-state actors holding legal responsibility instead of state actors, who 

sponsored the attacks.  

 However, while this point is at least discussed by ‘moderates,’ ‘skeptics,’ and ‘radicals,’ the 

question of other-than-state values remains opaque. Does ‘information integrity’ sufficiently represent 

the value that proves to be relevant in ethical analysis of cyberwarfare and cyber conflict at large? Even 

though information integrity probably can be considered as an extrinsic15 value that supplies TM 2.0 

with novel values, it still serves nearly as a state-centered concern. Indeed, it is definitely not as an 

intrinsic value in a human-centered sense. In order to support this claim, I suggest exploring two 

objections to the Taddeo’s onto-centric proposal of JCW. While the first objection will be raised to IE as 

a solution in general, the second objection will tackle the value of ‘information integrity’ in particular. 

 

2.4.1 Challenging the Genuine Value of ‘Information Integrity’   

 

Although JCW seems to overcome the anthropocentrism and confusion of traditional theories, it opens 

up foundational concerns about a whole branch of new questions that make the applicability of the 

framework even more complex and unproductive. Sleat (2017) argues that such a modification of JWT 

was “unable to get a sufficient grasp on the questions that a theory should enable us to ask” (p. 5). He 

supports this point by stating that “any adequate ethical theory for regulating even conflict in the cyber 

realm needs to retain what I shall call the ‘human perspective’” (Sleat, 2017, p. 5). In other words, ‘a 

                                                      
15  Intrinsic value: IIF is worthy of desire in and for itself. Extrinsic value: the value that something has in virtue of its extrinsic, 
relational properties. See:  Lemos (2015) and   Zimmerman (2015).  
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view from the universe’ suggested by Floridi (1999) as a core aspect of IE is insufficient in capturing the 

relationally that is always bounded with someone's perspective. Thus, such ‘a view from the universe,’ 

leads nowhere since humans will still interpret the cases that are waiting to be regulated.  

The critique also relates to the meaning and relevance of the information that is given and 

constituted only by human perceivers. Volkman (2011), for instance, goes a bit further than Sleat in his 

critique of IE, suggesting that the value of information can be obtained only through a ‘human 

perspective’ in the unfolding story of actual life. The central message that should be extracted from 

Sleat’s (2017) and Volkman’s (2011) objections to IE is the following: because IE fundamentally relies on 

‘the ontological equality’ and ‘a view from the universe,’ it suggests a universalized generalization and 

presuppositions without a critical questioning of their coherence with actual cases and relevant values 

from the lives of actual human agents in each particular cultural context.  

 The latter point was extensively discussed in different regards by philosophers Brey (2007) and 

Ess (2008). The vagueness and totality of values like ‘ontological equality’ and ‘informational integrity’ 

are imposing the challenge of unintended prejudices and discrimination in the cultural diversity of the 

contemporary world. So far, IE proved to be limited in its potential to encompass the variety of 

meanings that loaded the interpretations of the values in each particular cultural context around the 

globe. This was pointed out by Brey (2007) who critically examined IE in a cross-cultural context. The 

author based his premise on moral relativism and the fact that the values are profoundly different 

across societies and throughout history. Correspondingly, he claims that, on the meta-ethical level of 

analysis of moral relativism, truth of moral judgment is relative to societies and histories.  

 Furthermore, despite globalization and liberal initiatives, some values tend to consolidate into 

universally recognized and accepted worldwide intrinsic values. It is unlikely that these are ‘ontological 

equality’ and ‘informational integrity.’ A similar point, on a meta-ethical level, was raised by Brey (2008) 

in response to Floridi’s argument that “information objects have intrinsic value and are therefore 

deserving of moral respect.” Brey (2008) objects that, even though information objects do deserve some 

respect, it does not make them intrinsically valuable, but rather “the value at issue is instrumental or 

emotional value for others.”  

This objection was addressed by Floridi himself, where he indicated that this critique appeared 

because “Brey confuses a causal with an inferential reasoning” (p. 192). Floridi (2008b) continues with 

clarifications to this claim: “The actual argument seeks to establish that entities deserve respect because 

they have intrinsic value, not that if entities deserve respect then they have intrinsic value” (p. 192). 

Nevertheless, the claim itself is further justified in a quite vague way, where Floridi (2008b) concludes on 
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a rather rhetorical note suggesting that “we should not fear to respect the universe too much” (p. 193). 

This, however, seems to be weak justification that instead of directly addressing Brey’s objection, finds a 

way to reinterpret it as merely a wrong understanding of the underneath logic.  

 Let me demonstrate in my own words why I consider Brey’s objection to be cogent. Although in 

the contemporary world interconnectedness and the internet are widely spread, the affordance of such 

technological developments is not equally distributed around the globe (DiMaggio & Hargittai, 2001). 

Certain countries benefit from technological progress and the expansion of information technologies 

more than others. Therefore, in certain countries, the value of ‘information integrity’ is more likely to be 

accepted reluctantly as an extrinsic value (at least in connection to concerns about privacy) than in the 

countries where intrinsic values (e.g. care, justice, civility) are violated on a daily basis. Now, ten years 

after Floridi replied to Brey, ‘information integrity’ is still far from being recognized as intrinsic value 

even in technologically developed countries such as the Netherlands, Estonia, and the U.S. One of the 

reasons for this might be that this value falls apart from traditional values. While being recognized 

around the world, it still implies different meanings and practical interpretations.  

Following Brey (2007), a fair critical point to IE can be provided when distinguishing contextual, 

institutional, and behavioral differences as a key aspect of the informational environment. Based on this 

critique, he concludes that, although it is hard to present cogent arguments for the universal truth of 

particular moral principles and beliefs, it is still possible to develop a rational argument for/against 

particular moral values and overarching conceptions of ‘the good’ across moral systems. His particular 

suggestion was to enhance IE to the level of Intercultural Information Ethics (IIE) where “IIE should aim 

to interpret, compare and critically evaluate moral systems in different cultures regarding their moral 

attitudes and behavior towards information and IT” (Brey, 2007, p. 9). However, this fruitful future 

trajectory for the further extension of IE into IIE has not yet manifested in a more advanced framework.  

 A similar critique, though in a less constructive manner, was proposed by Charles Ess (2008). The 

author claims that IE is limited in its ability to include diverse cultural and ethical traditions and unify 

them merely within its approach. To put it into the author's own words:  

 

The equally significant divergences make the point that any effort to establish such universal 

norms and values in the domain of information ethics may remain only partly successful and 

delimited by irreducible differences between diverse cultures that must be acknowledged in the 

name of respecting cultural integrity. In other words, although the relativist’s story is not the 

whole story, neither is it a false story (emphasize added). (Ess, 2008, p. 201) 
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Therefore, to sum up, neither IE radically solves the challenges of JWT in the context of cyberwarfare, 

nor does it fill in the existing value gap with the suggested onto-centricity. By proposing instrumental 

values as the intrinsic one, JCW makes the applicability of JWT even more abstract and vague. 

Moreover, since Taddeo’s proposal rests beyond mere concerns about the basic philosophical core, but 

is put forward as an updated moral theory for regulation of cyberwarfare, the clarity it brings to the 

other-than-state values does not compile with the actual values that are at stake.  

Thus, the challenges of IE that were demonstrated above resonate with the JCW proposed by 

Taddeo. In other words, although ‘radicals’ tend to advance the existing approach according to 

informational relevancies of the contemporary world, the value gap still cannot be sufficiently filled in 

resting solely on ‘information integrity’ as the cardinal value that is put forward as intrinsic. Particularly, 

JCW disrespects the importance of the questions about the distribution of benefits and risks in online-

offline divide that currently exist.  

Because the value of ‘information integrity’ is too abstract, it does not pinpoint towards intrinsic 

values that are relevant in each particular cultural context. Despite Floridi and Taddeo claiming it to be 

intrinsic, it does not follow that it is actually recognized as such, or will be in the future. This way, apart 

from the contribution to the discussions around ethics of cyberwarfare, the ‘radicals’ onto-centric 

account may suggest the enhancement of the state-centered security, where the information systems 

and other state property can be protected for the sake of the state’s objectives and aims.  

Moreover, another reason to consider is that JCW, if applied, is not concealing moral issues 

raised on the matter of the principle of noncombatant immunity. Rather, JCW will violate the traditional 

anthropocentric focus of that principle which protects civilians and leaves some hope that human-

centered values  will be one day incorporated. That is why the critique I suggest does not indicate 

Taddeo’s depiction of values in the scope of onto-centrism as wrong, but it rather considers onto-

centrism as a misleading ‘lens’ when proper regulation of cyberwarfare is aimed to be achieved. 

 

2.5 Conclusion 

 

In this chapter, a critical examination of the TM 2.0 was presented. Key issues on the conceptual and 

regulatory gaps were introduced, definitions and elaborations were provided, and from this basis, 

challenges in the legal, military, and ethical discussions around cyberwarfare were illustrated. Since the 
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TM 2.0 is a set of guidelines on how IL applies to cyber conflict that predominantly relies on JWT, there 

are certain conceptual and legal limitations in its applicability which were framed here as the regulatory 

gap.  

In particular, these so-called ‘grey zones’ - when IL does not cover the types of cyber operations 

which do not constitute an act of war - are actually the area within which the vast majority of the 

currently known cyber operations fall, and subsequently, remain untackled. Moreover, a brief discussion 

of “traditionalist” and “revisionist” accounts of JWT was elaborated in regards to TM 2.0 and the ethical 

issues raised there on the matter of noncombatant immunity. These challenges were introduced under 

the overarching scope of the tension that appears when JWT - which is fulfilling its role with traditional 

types of warfare - is applied to cyberwarfare yet remains unproductive and limiting in that context.  

Then, after I indicated the dominant state-centered security paradigm that underlies IL and JWT, 

while at the same constituting the basis of TM 2.0, a critical examination of two main ethical lines of 

reasoning considering JWT were offered. In the section 2.3, I started with the position of ‘skeptics,’ who 

are largely critical about the necessity of the military context and JWT as a frame for the regulatory 

debate around cyberwarfare. Some of the proponents of this position implicitly object to the state-

centered values which was highlighted, since it is aligned with the core idea of this thesis.  

At the same time, in the section 2.4, the third group was introduced - the ‘radicals’ - who 

integrate philosophy of technology with JWT in order to adjust the latter to the novel ethical issues 

raised by cyberwarfare. Proposed by them, the JCW framework was elaborated and further challenged 

in the final section of this chapter in order to show that the genuine value of ‘integrity of information 

systems,’ despite being onto-centric orientated, is still serving the state-centered security paradigm 

when applied. Finally, it was shown that due to the relevance of the distribution of risks and benefits of 

new and emerging technologies and the correspondence with cultural heterogeneity in the regulation of 

cyberwarfare, the onto-centric core of JCW appears to be context-insensitive and ultimately does not fill 

in the existing value gap. 
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3. Aretaic Reading of Technomoral Care in the Tallinn Manual 2.0 

In this Chapter, I suggest a different reading of TM 2.0 which enables a broader depiction of other-than-

state values that are at stake. In particular, in section 3.1.1, I offer an aretaic reading of JWT to zoom in 

to the virtues required for the ‘selfless service’ of military personnel. In doing so, I explain the 

contributing framework of technomoral virtue ethics and stress its relevance in the light of new and 

emerging technologies compared to deontic ethical theories. In section 3.1.2, I focus on ‘care’ in TM 2.0 

and the opportunities that are brought by potential ways of reading it as different types of practices. 

Based on this analysis, in section 3.2 I elaborate on care as a value and care as a virtue, of which its 

importance is largely overlooked in the ethical debate around TM 2.0 and cyberwarfare more broadly. 

Finally, in section 3.3, I will discuss the findings about technomoral care in TM 2.0 in the scope of 

human-centered values shared by a human security paradigm. The research sub-question that I address 

here are following: What does an aretaic reading of Tallinn Manual 2.0 imply? What is the relevance of 

technomoral care in the Tallinn Manual 2.0? To what extent does the analysis of the dynamics in the 

technomoral care reveal and conceal ethically relevant aspects in the Tallinn Manual 2.0?  

 

3.1 Ethical Underpinning and Human-Centered Values 

 

As it was shown in Chapter 2, apart from its state-centered values, the ethical ground of TM 2.0 is 

essentially based on a deontological (IL and JWT) combined with a consequential (the Standard view) 

moral ground. According to Swierstra (2016), the rule-based ethical arguments such as deontological 

and consequential are typically favorable in contemporary societies. Swierstra (2016) critically observes: 

“In modern, pluralist and liberal, societies public debate is conducted mainly on the basis of this kind of 

rule ethical arguments. The reason for this is that rule ethics is considered as sufficiently objective and 

impartial to allow for a reasonable consensus in many cases” (p. 5). However, since in the case of TM 2.0 

these two normative theories are not comprehensive enough to fully grasp its content, an additional 

contributing perspective is required. Let me elaborate on the reasons behind this claim by first putting 

aside the consequential perspective.   

 

The Standard view is a consequence based account that is central for TM 2.0. It holds the consequential 

position that considers the expected outcomes or consequences of an act to determine whether or not 
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that act is morally permissible (Bentham, 1890). Although a consequentialist perspective on the 

classification of the outcomes presumes their commensurability, it is impossible to distinguish, 

according to the consequentialist point of view, whether some of the outcomes should be marked as 

special in comparison with others, especially when technologies are at stake (Reijers & Coeckelbergh, 

2017, p. 98). Following John (2007), “it is possible to argue from a consequentialist standpoint, which 

views all outcomes as ultimately commensurable, to a view that certain outcomes ought to be treated 

with particular care if we can show that a policy which does not treat those outcomes as special is likely 

to lead, over time, to worse outcomes than would have occurred had we adopted a policy which treated 

that class of outcomes as special." Thus, turning back to TM 2.0, I put aside a consequential perspective 

as non-exhaustive since it does not satisfy the demands of good quality policy making and legislation 

due to the absence of stable requirements or gradation of special outcomes (Held, 2011, p. 180).  

 

3.1.1 The Tension Between Deontic and Aretaic Moral Ground 

 

Even though it is a less popular point of view, there were initially two main components in the morality 

of war: deontic - the absolute moral law, and aretaic - the virtues of individuals who were forced to fight 

in war (Beard, 2014). A deontic ethical basis of JWT relies on the following normative argument: an 

action is right IFF it is consistent with a universal maxim (law, principle etc.) as referring to the Kantian 

formula - an action is morally right only if it can serve as a universal law (Kant, 1998, p. 14). Walzer 

(2017), who puts an emphasis on the deontological account of JWT by aiming to develop a universally 

applicable and accepted morality of war that will prescribe or forbid practices in accordance to the 

existing standards of communities around the world.  

Indeed, as it was demonstrated on Chapter 2, Walzer’s perspective resulted in the 

“traditionalist” account of JWT - a set of deontological rules which ought not to be violated (Walzer, 

1977). Walzer wants a recognition of a human, “common” morality that would deny any claims of a 

“duty” to do anything which is supposedly more important than humanity like “reason” or “nation” 

(Walzer, 1977). Nevertheless, deontology is still merely explaining basic principles which may not be 

violated intentionally. But it does not provide sufficient instructions when one particular law is applied 

to different cases with different outcomes. There are many historical examples of the dramatic losses 

resulted from blind obedience to orders that seem to be justified by ‘universally’ agreed principles and 

laws (see example in Anscombe, 1958).   
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Thus, the significant obstacle of deontology is the following: in order to arrive at the universal 

maxims that will capture and encounter the extensive technological impact on politics, society, and 

individuals in a single law, one should be familiar with the diverse, visible, and invisible implications of 

new and emerging technologies. As Reijers & Coeckelbergh (2017) critically remarked: “Kantian ethics 

suffers from the restraint to offer universal rules to concrete and complex practical contexts” (p. 98). 

Since “when two or more moral duties clash, we have to look at individual situations in order to 

determine which duty will override another,” without such detailization, it would be particularly difficult 

to anticipate the rightness of action. Potential prioritization becomes ethically and morally problematic 

(Tavani, 2013, p. 59).  

Just war principles create particularly problematic issues because in the cases of moral 

dilemmas caused by novel technologies, like drones, weaponized autonomous robotics and cyber 

weapons, there is no proper mechanism for resolving such moral dilemmas (Gertz, 2014, Vallor, 2016). 

This was illustrated in the movie “Eye from the sky,” where a drone operator was given the order in 

correspondence with the law to target civilian during operation. This civilian was a small innocent girl. 

The duty clash that raises significant ethical concerns has been afforded by technology in this case. The 

abilities to see, understand, and realize provided by the drone to its operator led to a traumatic 

experience of murdering a small girl. As it was suggested by sociologist Bruno Latour (2005), 

technologies can “authorize, allow, afford, encourage, permit, suggest, influence, block, render possible, 

forbid, and so on” human actions (p. 72).  

A similar idea is shared by proponents of postphenomenology. Following Don Ihde’s (2010) 

technological mediation, this case resulted in the human-technology relation that lead to a change in 

perception, and correspondingly, a drone operator’s mediated experience of the situation. Even though 

it might seem that drone operator or cyber warrior are “cubicle warriors,” philosopher of technology 

Nolen Gertz (2014) uses mediation theory to show why technologies might not “shield” from trauma but 

actually make it easier to experience it and contribute to PTSD that they have been diagnosed with (p. 

109). Thus, it is important to notice that “technologies affect our actions not just by altering the course 

of action (like billiard balls do to each other) but by mediating our reasons or motives to act in a 

particular way” (Swierstra & Waelbers, 2012). 

From this view, I propose to recall the tradition of the aretaic reading of JWT, which will be 

however suitable for application in the complex technological context. An aretaic ethical theory is 

technomoral virtue ethics. It is an agent-oriented, technology sensitive, and ‘subjective’ framework with 
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emphasis on the experience of human-technology interaction.16 In accordance to the idea that 

technologies are not neutral, in the book “Technologies and virtues,” (2016) American philosopher 

Shannon Vallor adjusts virtue ethics to the irrevocable changes brought by technological advancements. 

She elaborates on the empirical cases that evidently point out on that dynamic. Vallor (2016) 

emphasises the theory of technomoral virtues as beneficial in two ways: it is pluralistic (open to more 

than one mode of expression of well-being) and malleable (adapted to the needs and affordances of the 

present human condition and environment) (p. 44). 

Vallor’s definition of virtues is aligned with the Aristotelian tradition and interlinked with many 

contemporary aretaic ethicists. On a very basic level, in almost every modification of virtue ethics the 

primary claim is that an action is right IFF it expresses some virtue (Aristotle, 1934/1996; Chappell, 

2013). Initial tradition has its roots in Ancient Greek philosophy, where the main emphasis was on the 

individual agent who performs the actions and on her development and moral nature.  In Nicomachean 

Ethics, Aristotle discusses different virtues as ways of seeing circumstances and actions with particular 

emphasis on those that are central for the excellence of character (Aristotle, 1934/1996).  

A virtue - or arete - is a disposition of voluntarily and deliberate choice. It is the power that 

shapes an agent’s action, but without force and pressure (Chappell, 2012, p. 48). Contrarily, vice is 

deficiency or excess of certain characters. Following the nature of virtues, in The Golden Mean rule, the 

moral behaviors are the mean between two extremes - at the one end excess, at the other, deficiency 

(Aristotle, 1934/1996; Porter, 2017, p. 87). Yet, only balanced perception-of and response-to each 

particular class of actions or feelings (i.e. without excesses and deficiencies) may correspond with the 

mean.  

In contrast to traditional types of aretaic theories, Vallor puts an accent on the role of 

technologies (Vallor, 2016; Reijers & Coeckelbergh, 2017). This makes technomoral virtue ethics 

specifically advantageous in comparison with other modern aretaic developments. The starting point of 

her argument describes the essential reasoning behind the connection between ethics and technology 

where “technologies invite or afford specific patterns of thought, behavior, and valuing; they open up 

new possibilities for human action and foreclose or obscure others” (Vallor, 2016, p. 2). In other words, 

                                                      
16   According to Chappell (2012), for Aristotle, in comparison with other moral theories, there is no formula for right action. 
Instead, the idea of becoming good, where the goodness of character determines the rightness of an action is central.  
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she argues that certain human behaviors and ways of perceiving are enabled, co-shaped, and guided by 

technological affordances.17  

Vallor (2016) indicates the urgency of shifting mere virtues to technomoral virtues, which are 

engaged with the environment of the rapid development of new and emerging sciences and 

technologies (p. 32). Basing on Reijers & Coeckelbergh (2017) reading of Vallor’s theory: “Virtues are 

defined as technomoral since they are consistent with the “basic” moral capacities of human beings but 

also result from new “alignments” of these capacities in line with our adaptation to a rapidly changing 

technological environment” (p. 98). Hence, Vallor in a very generic sense signifies the mediating role of 

technologies without explicitly referring to mediating role of technologies (Vallor, 2016, p. 27). 

 

The first step in suggesting a technomoral reading of TM 2.0 is to recall some basics of the aretaic 

perspective on JWT. An important observation is that certain virtues of soldiers were emphasized dating 

back to Plato, Aristotle, Augustine, and Aquinas. In Clausewitz’s “On War” (1997), for instance, the 

chapter five is dedicated to the military virtue of an army, with the emphasis on bravery, aptitude, 

powers of endurance, and enthusiasm (p. 153-157). Bravery, in this case, is often referred to as courage 

and, according to many authors, is the most relevant to military service in relation to fear and 

confidence (Aristotle, 1934/1996, p. 63; Robinson, 2006, p. 166; Vallor, 2016, p. 217; Howard, 2014, p. 

158). Consider a soldier who faces a psychologically and morally problematic situation where she is 

required to risk her or someone else’s life and take immediate action. In such cases, courage is a virtue 

that assists in doing the right thing in spite of the difficulties that are involved.  

As it was demonstrated in the movie “Eye from the sky”,18 a soldier needed to follow the order 

and take an immediate action - to sacrifice a little girl in order to fulfill his professional duty. In these 

cases, a lack of courage could potentially cost hundreds of dead civilians if terrorists that were preparing 

an attack would not be targeted timely. Contrarily, excessive courage could result in rashness, which 

subsequently could lead to even more dramatic consequences with other civilians involved. The 

dynamic in virtue-vice continuity depends particularly upon the possibilities afforded by technology, like 

precisely counting the distance, using video cameras to scan the radius, and pressing the button to 

execute an attack in a dark and silent room thousands of kilometers away.  

                                                      
17 Even though Vallor (2016) does not make a clear reference about this term, it is a solid concept in STS. Following Hutchby 
(2001), affordances can be defined as “functional and relational aspects which frame, while not determining, the possibilities 
for agentic action in relation to an object” (Hutchby, 2001, p. 448).  
18 See plot: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eye_in_the_Sky_(2015_film) 
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Hence, a certain degree of courage is necessary in order to fulfill professional duty in the military 

service. The lack of it, similarly to the excess, would lead to an incapability to function according to the 

required standards of military service. But as it was noticed many times, such preparation does not 

stand even close to the realities of war full of violence, innocent deaths, injuries and other terrifying 

experiences (Gertz, 2014). Thus, a preliminary practice of courage and care does not predict the 

excellence of character before a real situation that reveals a position in a virtue-vice continuity (Vallor, 

2016).  

Military personnel, at least in Western countries, voluntarily consent to a host of professional 

duties, at least such as the obligation to obey commanding officers and the duties to uphold the 

principles of JWT. This means that even in risky situations they should obey their duties and sacrifice 

themselves (or others) to, for instance, uphold the principle of proportionality. This is also part of the 

education and preparation processes that most military personnel are overcoming. That is why, in the 

education of military personnel, professionalism is deemed as a required excellence in the military 

personnel traits. An emphasis is put on the practice of a particular situation and the decisions that 

should be made there. As Vallor highlights in her book (2016): 

  

The core profession of the modern military vocation is the ideal of “selfless service.” “Selfless 

service” expresses the moral virtues of care and courage, for military culture is rooted in our 

most basic moral understanding of our duty to care and make sacrifices for the security and 

well-being of those who depend on us most. A soldier is distinguished from a criminal, 

mercenary, or ‘barbarian’ only by virtue of this selfless service. (Vallor, 2016, p. 217) 

 

The correspondence of security and well-being is not that straightforward as it may appear at first 

glance. Since the core basics of technomoral virtue ethics are tied with the Ancient Greek tradition, well-

being, or eudaimonia is a central notion here. Referring to Aristotle, Vallor (2016) claims that the 

excellence of character leads to well-being, which consists of being rational and entails the development 

of both types of virtues, those of intellect and those of character. Oppositely to virtues, eudaimonia is a 

goal in itself, not a mean (Porter, 2017, p. 86). To put it differently, eudaimonia, or flourishing, is the 

natural end given in itself, but it is preceded by the reference to virtue as a way of seeing and acting, 

where it is up to the agent to give meaning and act in accordance with eudaimonia (Aristotle, 

1934/1996).  
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Hence-wise, in order to sufficiently grasp the ultimate goal of ‘selfless service,’ one more 

significant point should be introduced. Aristotle initially argues that eudaimonia is not merely of ethical 

importance, but also of political relevance. This claim rests on the idea that individuals construct 

together a community, or to be more precise, a polis. Yet to have a prosper polis, each individual should 

contribute with their own excellence of character and be able to develop and practice advanced moral 

skills. Therefore, military personnel should ideally be trained to habituate moral and intellectual virtues 

that will not merely contribute but also provide and protect the possibility for habituation for others. 

Indeed, for Aristotle, eudaimonia is the ultimate objective of politics, which is also indicated by the very 

last words of the Nicomachean Ethics - “let us begin” (Aristotle, 1934/1996, p. 284).  

However, as Vallor (2016) pointed out following MacIntyre, eudaimonia does not simply mean 

the total sum of individual efforts to live well. Rather, she highlights that “a moral practice is irreducibly 

social enterprise” (p. 49). Quoting Vallor’s observations: “If we consider the internal goods of global 

community, intercultural understanding, global justice, human security, and collective wisdom, it 

becomes immediately evident that each of these readily makes sense as part of a personal narrative in 

which an individual's beliefs and intentions are directed toward the joint achievement of these goods” 

(p. 49). Thus, following Vallor’s reasoning, the emphasis on the individual moral skills and habituation of 

virtues, in contrast to vices, should be promoted as the starting point in the discussions about social and 

political well-being and the ways to achieve the ultimate goal: eudaimonia. 

Interestingly, similar ideas found their place in legal studies. Currently, legal theories are 

predominantly based on deontological ethics and nowadays face a so-called ‘legal turn’ towards aretaic 

ethical theories as a foundation of law. As Solum (2018) claims, the “fundamental aim of law should be 

the promotion of human flourishing, where a flourishing human life is understood as a life of rational 

and social activities that express the human excellences” (p. 6). I consider these preliminary 

observations serve as an arrow indicating the direction towards further investigations of an aretaic 

ethical theory beneath the legal frameworks that regulate cyberspace. With this in mind, before turning 

to the elaborations on technomoral care, let me provide an aretaic reading of TM 2.0 and propose my 

contribution that is potentially aligned with the tendency in legal studies known as the ‘legal turn.’  

 

3.1.2 Referring to the Value and Virtue of Care in the Tallinn Manual 2.0 
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In this thesis, I consider ‘care’ as a particularly relevant notion since it is referred to in different rules of 

the TM 2.0 (Schmitt et al., 2017, pp. 279, 420, 476, 529). However, each mention of care is indicating 

different connotations for such notion, as well as a different actor who is responsible for expressing it by 

different means. I’ll go through three out of four of the rules19 where care is central in order to 

elaborate on how an aretaic reading of care as ‘technomoral care’ can resolve practical issues resulted 

from the existing conceptual unclarity in TM 2.0. 

 

The Rule 59 (Respect for Space Activities) refers to a standard of care that requires states “to act in a 

manner that does not impede the exercise by other States of the rights they enjoy in outer space” 

(Schmitt et al., 2017, p. 279). So, in case of this rule, care is articulated as a standard of the state 

behavior and appears to be aligned with Walzer’s account of the principle of discrimination. A problem 

in conceptual unclarity that leads to similar practical issues of the application of JWT can be found in the 

next rule. In Rule 92 (Definition of Cyber Attack), it is suggested that “care is required when identifying 

the originator of an attack” (Schmitt et al., 2017, p. 420). Here, except for the emphasis on the idea that 

the originator of an attack should not be confused with the intermediary, there are no specifications of 

what meaning should the notion of care entail.  

While both these rules align to the proportionality and discrimination principles, without an 

aretaic reading of care, they would be uninformative. These rules raise questions such as: How is it 

possible to care in this case? Is care here only about the end result? Should intermediaries be checked 

without assigning them liability in a wrong manner? Or is the goal being cautious to not to approach the 

issue in a vicious manner by surveilling and violating the rights of other non-state actors that are 

suspects but innocent? According to Walzer’s “traditionalist” view on the principle of discrimination, the 

notion would be care about outcome - no intermediary falls into a false positive category. When 

referring to these two rules, in Taddeo’s sense, an onto-centric principle of discrimination, as found in 

JCW, would make the virtue of care unnecessary and even possibly unethical because it has no value 

from a state perspective, since its understanding is bounded by the deontological reading of the duty of 

care.  

But is that all what we can extract from the notion of care here? Despite this rule being based 

on the principles of JWT, could an aretaic reading of care as a skillful practice here, without excess and 

deficiency, make practical guidance of this rule more transparent? Potentially, it could. First of all, the 

                                                      
19 In the Rule 140 (Duty of care during attacks on dams, dykes, and nuclear electrical generating stations) it is stated that the 
“particular care must be taken during cyber attacks against works and installations containing dangerous forces” (p. 529). This 
rule will not be covered in this thesis. 
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clarity could be brought to the particular roles of involved stakeholders, since it is unclear who is 

responsible to act according to the duty of care: a cyber warrior, governmental entity, military 

institution, regular soldier or security agency? These are some of the issues that are raised when an 

aretaic reading of TM 2.0 is applied to the rule 92 and 59. 

 

At the same time, in addition to the question “who should be responsible for the duty of care?,” I argue 

that the reverse questions “who provides security of the systems?” and “are those actors who provide 

security of the systems also responsible to address cyber attacks?” are legitimate and relevant in the 

scope of TM 2.0. This leads us to another rule that I consider to be more relevant for the scope of this 

thesis, Rule 114 (Constant care). It is formulated as following: “During hostilities involving cyber 

operations, constant care shall be taken to spare the civilian population, individual civilians, and civilian 

objects” (Schmitt et al., 2017, p. 476). Although previous rules were mainly referring to care in 

accordance with the principle of discrimination, this rule is no longer bounded by JWT. Even the 

opposite, despite the notion of care being abstract in a way here, it implies a certain excellence of 

character in order to be fulfilled. Due to the limited scope of this thesis, I propose in my discussions to 

solely focus on the latter rule and provide a comprehensive analysis in its regard. This rule is supported 

by seven elaborative points, two of which are particularly relevant: 

  

The law of armed conflict does not define the term ‘constant care’. The International Group of 

Experts agreed that, in cyber operations, the duty of care requires commanders and all others 

involved in the operations to be continuously sensitive to the effects of their activities on the 

civilian population and civilian objects, and to seek to avoid any unnecessary effects thereon. 

(Schmitt et al., 2017, p. 476) 

 

Use of the word ‘constant’ denotes that the duty to take care to protect civilians and civilian 

objects is of a continuing nature throughout cyber operations; all those involved in the 

operation must discharge the duty. The law admits of no situation in which, or time when, 

individuals involved in the planning and execution process may ignore the effects of their 

operations on civilians or civilian objects. In the cyber context, this requires situational 

awareness at all times, not merely during the preparatory stage of an operation (emphasize 

added). (Schmitt et al., 2017, p. 476) 
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In a narrow depiction of this rule, a state-centered reading of the value of care seems to diminish the 

categories ‘civil population’, ‘individual civilians’ and ‘civilian objects’ as if they were merely the objects 

of state security concern. In other words, this rule seems to make an implicit reference to the virtue of 

care, urging for care about civilians and their objects, but leaves ‘care’ here as a black-box. In 

comparison to the rules 92 and 59, the final sentence of the second point of the rule 114 is particularly 

pointing towards a value of care that is going beyond state-centered security, since “In the cyber 

context, this requires situational awareness at all times, not merely during the preparatory stage of an 

operation” (Schmitt et al., 2017, p. 476).  

 

From these three rules that refer to the value of care, and especially, from the second elaborative points 

on the rule 114, it is clear that the notion of care appears as a black-box that is bounded by the state-

centered focus on what the act of care as duty implies. On the one hand (Rule 59, 92), care could be 

understood in the sense of the principle of discrimination as mere duty of care without an  in-depth 

insight into the different forms of its expression. On the other hand (Rule 114), the opaqueness of care 

could be avoided if such notion is understood in the sense of technomoral virtue ethics.  

Here, elaborations on the notion of care could reveal in what way care, as both, the character 

trait, and as a practice, is developing to grant security to civil societies that face a dramatic expansion of 

interconnectedness of technologies with the minimal level of security. At the same time, the value of 

care does not have a homogeneous single meaning around the world, since technological risks and 

benefits are distributed unequally and require adjusting types of practices of care to the level of 

technological advancement in a particular context. This point shall be considered seriously when the 

legal guidelines provided are conceptually opaque. More discussion on how to read care in the rule 114 

are introduced in the next section. 

 

3.2 Technomoral Care - What does it mean? 

 

For the purpose of this thesis, I found it relevant to gain some empirical insights about the connotations 

of the value of care and the practices informed by them in the “selfless service” provided by military, 

governmental authorities, and third parties to their citizens and users. The section 3.2 is aimed at 

introducing the notion of ‘technomoral care’ in the intersection of the theories within the domain of 

philosophy of technology: technomoral virtue ethics and the theory of techno-moral change.  
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Apart from the appearance of conceptual opaqueness around care in TM 2.0, I justify the focus on the 

value and virtue of care by relying on insights from empirical data. Although there were other emerging 

themes such as justice, honesty, civility and other values, and virtues informed by them, in both 

interviews R3 and R4, and during the interviews with experts R1 and R2, care had the biggest emphasis 

in current data sets. Since the emerging theme ‘care’ had the biggest pattern in the interviews with R4 

and R3 and was explicitly mentioned a couple of times during the interviews with R1 and R2, I 

considered it to be the core issue for this thesis.  

 

Aretaic ethics, which is the central theory on which I base my contribution, appears to be 

counterintuitive for many readers when compared with care ethics. Yet, I have a particular reason to use 

it instead. Caring relationships are the cornerstone of care ethics, where there is an emphasis on the 

dependency where one who is less vulnerable is required to care for one who is more vulnerable (Held, 

2006). At the same time, care ethics is a feminist approach deeply rooted into historical contingencies 

surrounding the role of unpaid work by women in the past and present (Held, 2006). Care ethics is thus 

holding a very important political message about economic arrangements in favor of more just social 

conditions, which value we should not undermine.  

Care ethics and aretaic ethics share many similarities, but as a prominent scholar in care ethics 

Virginia Held (2006) claims: “in its focus on relationships rather than on the dispositions of individuals, 

the ethics of care is, I argue, distinct” (p. 4). Aretaic ethics, in contrast, focuses on the dispositions of 

individuals, which makes it sensitive to the traditions and diverse components like trust, honesty, civility, 

courage, justice and others virtues that are necessary for the moral habituation. Most importantly, 

these two traditions differ on the question of “whether human flourishing or the caring relationships is 

the ultimate goal” (Vallor, 2016, p. 224). And this, in turn, contradicts the objective of this thesis in 

seeking a paradigm shift in legal studies towards a framework which ultimate goal would be human 

flourishing. 

Therefore, the overarching scope of this thesis does not intend it to be a standing alone work on 

care in cyberwarfare, where care ethics could achieve the freedom of exploring the extensions of care in 

the relationality between physical and cyber, military and civilian domains. Rather, this thesis offers a 

holistic and comprehensive perspective on the relevant habituation that are corresponding with the 

requirements of technologically induced moral change. In this regard, quite a number of relevant 

correlations between virtues, vices, and values can be made based on TM 2.0.  
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Therefore, this thesis should be considered as research in philosophy of technology of one of 

the correlations that is often rooted in traditions that are in place in different communities. I consider 

this particular aspect to be relevant when suggesting eudaimonia to be an ultimate goal that the further 

revisions of TM 2.0 should aim to address. In this regard, I consider aretaic ethics as providing more 

flexibility and accentuation to continue to focus on the different technosocial traditions and support 

with these observations the constructive comments about the future directions for TM 3.0 based on the 

idea of human flourishing.  

 

Before explaining the theoretical underpinning and providing some examples, let me clarity first why I 

use both connotations of care: care as value and care as virtue. I consider the correlation between 

values and virtues to be quite straightforward: values evolve throughout history as something in 

principle, whereas virtues are conformity with these principles in actual daily experiences. In other words, 

values are ideals and goals that tend to be more aspirational, whereas virtues, on the very basic level, 

are values in action, or lived values. Let me put it differently. We, people, tend to value care - we tend to 

consider the value of care as an important one. However, it does not necessarily follow that we always 

act in conformity with the value of care. The value of care is often something theoretical or even ideal, 

whereas the virtue of care is practical and requires training and improvements so that an excellence of 

the character trait can be achieved. 

Indeed, in this thesis I define care following the philosopher of technology Shannon Vallor 

(2016) as: “a skillful, attentive, responsible, and emotionally responsive disposition to personally meet 

the needs of those with whom we share our technosocial environment” (p. 138). While Vallor (2015, 

2016), as it was shown in the previous section, claims that technologies contribute to the habituation of 

virtues and vices, other philosophers of technology link the idea of moral habituation with the dynamic 

nature of values over the time (Swierstra, 2016, Boenink et al., 2009). Techno-moral change is the 

notion that holds the idea that, throughout a historical epoch, the values that are heterogeneously 

shared among people had changed according to different stages of technological development 

(Swierstra, 2016, Boenink et al., 2009). As Swierstra notices in the “Introduction to the Ethics of New 

and Emerging Science and Technology” (2016): 

 

We date back the origins of the human species as far back as – well – the earliest artifacts we 

manage to find. However, technological artifacts have become much more ubiquitous since the 

so-called Scientific Revolution of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and more 
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particularly since the Industrial Revolution of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. How we 

relate to the natural world around us, to our fellow human beings, and even to ourselves, all 

these relations are co-shaped20 by the dynamics of a rapidly evolving technology.  (Swierstra, 

2016) 

 

This quote provides a significant insight that tracks the acceleration of technological developments and 

the techno-moral change brought by them. In this view, I situate the value of care in the context of 

techno-moral change as a value that evolves over the time in order to highlight the dynamic nature of 

values and make explicit the correlation between the value of care and virtue of care.  

However, one more point shall be made about intersection of technomoral virtue ethics and the 

theory of techno-moral change. Importantly, even though this concept relies on a temporary dimension, 

it does not imply cultural relativism (Swierstra, 2016; Boenink et al., 2009). I suggest then that 

technomoral care, that evolves as a value and as a practice due to the rapid technological expansion, 

should not only hold a temporal dimension, but also a spatial one. To a certain degree, the idea of 

cultural relativism existing in the aretaic traditions enables the theory of technomoral virtues to reveal 

what are the different roles that technologies play in different cultural contexts.  

Nevertheless, a small remark should be made about technomoral virtue ethics and cultural 

relativism. On one hand, it's true that technomoral virtue ethics appeal to internal standards of moral 

excellence in the agent's community as a practical guide. So it stands to reason that these standards will 

vary somewhat in expression from culture to culture. But one well-known form of 'cultural relativism' is 

incompatible with virtue ethics, since it makes ethics depend merely on the assent/agreement of the 

relevant community. On the other hand, for Aristotle, Aquinas, and many other virtue ethicists, there 

are certain objective conditions of human flourishing that must be met by any virtuous society, so there 

could be cultures whose notions of virtue are shared but in fact are false or corrupted because they 

objectively fail to enable and foster human moral, political, intellectual, and/or spiritual cultivation 

(Chappell, 2013). 

Let me now turn to the case study and elaborate on the relevance of care based on the 

suggested theoretical underpinning. The central issue in the narrative about the events in Estonia in 

2007 is the conflict of values. It is particularly relevant because, as the reader could notice in the 

description of this case, the monument that the Estonian government wanted to relocate had an 

                                                      
20 Swierstra does not provide a clear definition of co-shape. But in this thesis, I define it as a transformative processes resulted 
from interrelatedness of human, society and technology.  
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important meaning to those whose ancestors were taken as victims of war. Intrinsic values like care, 

dignity, and justice are some of the relevant values which patterns emerged in the interview with R3 and 

R4. Furthermore, it is important to notice that these values might have a slightly different meaning for 

the native Estonian population than for those with Russian ancestry.  

For instance, as R4 pointed out, the intrinsic value of dignity was less likely to be shared by the 

native Estonian population since the WWII for them was not about victory, but rather, the occupation of 

Estonia by the Soviet Union, which came with the discrimination of the native culture and language. So, 

the monument, for the majority of the native Estonian population, is not about dignity but about 

discrimination of cultural diversity and years of occupation. The cyber attacks, within this complex 

cultural and historical context, could reveal to the citizens' the incapability of the governmental 

authorities to deal with challenges. The danger was that Estonian government would express their 

inability to fulfill the promises of care by technological means in form of provision and maintenance of 

resilient system while encountering the needs of both ethnic groups. As R2 commented: 

  

These attacks produced some inconveniences in some structures to destabilize the situation. But 

the civilian population, in fact, did not suffer directly from them. The conflict was already 

existing in Estonia since the independence war and some problems between nations were used 

to promote gradually, step by step, the escalation of this conflict. And this is one of the success 

stories. Of course, the situation was already there, different communities watched different TV 

programs, used different languages, shared different cultural and historical values. And indeed, 

Russia did not succeed back in 2007 by innovatively using the combination of actions: this 

monument, disinformation, and cyber attacks, even though they had used a weapon that no 

one expected or was prepared for. [...] Thus, the cyber attack was the supportive strategical part 

that aimed to destabilize the positions of the Estonian government in the already complicated 

situation. 

 

Hence, as it is pointed out in the quote, cyber attack is always entering a context that is ultimately never 

empty. In these contexts, a specific technological and social order with its set of standards and norms 

require significant adjustments in what care as practice would imply to correspond to diverse meanings 

of the value of care. As it was revealed in three of the interviews (R4, R3, R2), the Estonian government 

managed not only to fix the problems in their digital infrastructure fast enough so that their citizens did 

not feel the threat as something they need to worry about, but also care about their citizens by 
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educating them, empowering them, and building capacities to mitigate cyber threats. Following R3 

statement: 

  

Among all these events of the “Bronze night,” as citizens, we did not really feel these cyber 

attacks. And just after a couple of days, everything we needed to use (banks, administrative 

websites) were functioning as if nothing had happened. Notably, after these events almost 

every year we learn how to use a new and up-to-date security practice for our digital daily 

needs.  

  

These forms of expression of care are significantly different from how care could be expressed just fifty 

years ago. What is essential, is that the Estonian government not only managed to fix the problems 

technically, but it was able to create a common ground to bring together and promote a dialogue 

between the indigenous Estonian population and the population with Russian ancestry who happened to 

stay in Estonia after the USSR collapsed. This achievement is notable due to the fact that the meaning of 

the intrinsic values of care may vary or even be opposite among the two groups. For instance, for the 

Russian population, potentially, these cyber attacks (at least in the way activists justify them) were an 

attempt to respond to the violation of an intrinsic value like care (also justice and dignity). While for the 

native Estonian population, up to a certain degree, these attacks were rather about the violation of 

different values. Nevertheless, technologies partly had their role in this conflict resolution.  

During the interview, R4 mentioned that the level of prosperity and welfare in Estonia increased 

with all these advancements that the government implemented and distributed equally. R4 also 

mentioned that both “Estonian and Russian population could have equal access to the educational 

procedures.” Thus, the conflict in 2007 was resolved in an exemplary way since the government could 

express technomoral care (skillful and empathetic) and, by doing so, they promoted trustworthy 

relationships with both social groups and equipped them equally with similar attention and care. As it 

was pointed out in the interview with R4 and R3, the care about the inclusiveness (and dialog) of 

different social groups is somewhat a traditional value in Estonia. Not surprisingly, the Estonian e-

governance platform is operating in three languages: Estonian, Russian, and English. This can be 

considered as an evolution of the traditional values in Estonia resulting in new forms of expression of 

care. Quoting upon this point from the interview with R3: 
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From the very beginning, when Estonia had separated from the USSR and the question of future 

trajectory was sharp because the country is small and seriously lacking natural and financial 

resources, there was a tied connection with the EU and the support they could offer. Thus, the 

Estonian government decided to develop information technology and tourism as two main 

directions. Later, they prepared everything and connected the whole country to the internet. 

They have a hamlet system of living and they are proud to have such a system. The Estonian 

government cares about us. And thus, the internet connection was provided all over the country 

to every house. The government put effort into teaching citizens, and people themselves were 

very open to learning because everything was digitized and this appeared to be very convenient. 

  

As it was emphasized in this quote, the Estonian government gradually advanced the forms of 

expressions of care with technological means and security measures suited for each individual’s needs. 

Apart from the idea that technologies afforded new ways of practicing care, if a balanced dynamic in 

technomoral virtue care is obtained, then the virtue of other democratic values (dignity, liberty, equality 

and justice) and the virtues informed by them can be successfully promoted along. As R4 pointed out in 

the interview: 

  

I think, maybe, of course, this is the only delusion, that the security in Estonia is so strong that 

we, as citizens, do not feel any danger, but rather opposite, we feel more protected, more 

secured, with all these technologies implemented by the government; or at least, on the similar 

level as other European countries. The fact that Estonia is the leading country in digitalization 

makes us proud! Such a small country, but nevertheless, it has intelligent people who make such 

a meaningful contribution to the whole world. 

  

In this quote, it is apparent that the practice of technomoral care provided by the government to their 

citizens in digitalization and the human-centered values pinpoint towards other values and pride of 

belonging to the Western liberal democracies. 

 However, the other extreme of that would be vice - the excess of care that results in disinterest, 

or in oppression and control. This can be apparent because the value of care is not that straightforward 

in different techno-social environments. Thus, the virtue of care that is informed by the shared value of 

care in a particular context (including technological) can indicate how the virtue of care is promoted and 

expressed within a virtue-vice continuity (Aristotle, 1934/1996). Take, for instance, North Korea where 
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technomoral care is expressed in a vicious way as totalitarian control, surveillance, and violation of basic 

human rights; where interests of the state is all that matters and needs of the people are disregarded as 

minor.  

 

Considering all the above mentioned analysis, following the aim to depict and unpack missing values in 

the debate around cyberwarfare, I claim that a combination of the frameworks within the domain of 

philosophy of technology: technomoral virtue ethics (culturally sensitive) and techno-moral change 

(historical) is a comprehensive integrative approach that encompasses the spatial and temporal dynamic 

in values and, practices informed by them resulting in a habituation of the virtues. In other words, 

virtues that are informed by values, which are constantly affected by techno-moral change, should also 

be a matter of deliberate development in the light of new types of affordances provided by 

technologies.  

By bringing the Estonian case study, it was demonstrated why the value of care should be 

understood through the prism of techno-moral change and how this relates to the development of 

corresponding virtues and vices. Oppositely to perceiving care as a mere value, care as a virtue would 

require some considerations on how to distinguish responsible care from caring too little or too much. 

Particularly, because the value that informs care as a practice has significantly changed its connotations 

through time, at the same time, despite being universally relevant, the practices informed by the value 

of care have heterogeneous forms of expressions in the diverse cultural contexts according to its level of 

technological advancement. By unpacking the value of care through the caring practices and forms of 

expression of care, such analysis becomes a good indicator of how the value of care is shared, practiced, 

and interpreted in each particular cultural and technological context. So, in order to depict how 

technomoral practice would look like if it was informed by evolving values, it is necessary to gain 

empirical insights about how these practices are manifested in the contemporary world. 

Furthermore, following the discussion in the sections 3.1 and 3.2, I consider care to be a 

particularly relevant practice that needs to be cultivated for military services and linked with the 

governmental decision-making apparatus about cybersecurity services. Because in the cyber realm, due 

to the specifics of technologies and systems, cyber warriors cannot sufficiently care within a single act, 

and express care similarly in the different techno-social contexts. The abilities to resolve particular 

situations are limited when the security of the system was not granted in advance by providers, 

governmental authorities, and cybersecurity agencies.  
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That is the main difference with regular warfare, where a soldier could take care of the civilians, 

and, for instance, move them to a different location. In cyberwarfare, the expression of care, without 

provided security service, would be problematic. At the same time, the very nature of cyberwarfare 

allows different connotations of care, as the distinction between military and civil context, that is crucial 

for Aristotelian virtue ethics, is no longer an obstacle. Indeed, my take is that, in the international law 

that regulates cyberspace, reexamination of the limits of care as a virtue, in the light of new and 

emerging technologies, constitutes an essential step for the promotion of the individual and communal 

flourishing in that context.  

Let me elaborate on the latter point. In comparison with countries that are not digitized and 

cyber attacks do not necessarily threaten their government, as Haataja (2017) notices, Estonia aback in 

2007 had already integrated internet-based solutions for the vast majority of aspects of public life, and 

thus was particularly vulnerable to the threats of cyber attacks. During these attacks, Estonian citizens 

(and residents) could not accomplish their basic and administrative needs online, for instance, getting a 

prescription from a doctor, getting access to the school cabinet and filling in social security and tax 

returns. Instead of merely threatening the state, or affecting the information system, these attacks 

brought disruption to the social order, since each citizen could feel the effect on their daily banking or 

other personal and individual practices and tanks.  

From this view, a merely state-centered perspective on this case, as well as claims in favor of 

information integrity and sovereignty as the values to be protected, are definitely not coherent with the 

full picture. The attack, within its complex cultural and historical context, could reveal to the citizens the 

incapability of the governmental authorities to deal with challenges and thus, express their inability to 

fulfill the promises of care by technological means in form of provision and maintenance of resilient 

system of innovation that the government promotes.  

 

Reflecting upon the “information integrity,” the relevant values instead (e.g.  justice, trust, care, and 

informed by them practices informed by them) are rather traditional and familiar to everyone (although 

interpreted differently). Were these attacks aimed to threaten an “information integrity,” or were they 

rather aimed to target the microclimate among diverse national groups who live in the same country? 

Or, was it perhaps aimed to show that the digitalization agenda in Estonia was particularly weak, since it 

could not protect its own citizens from such security risks? These destabilizing attacks could prove the 

Estonian government technologically helpless, careless to their citizens of both cultural inherencies, and 
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thus, incapable to provide maintenance and resilience of the security system. This point is especially 

interesting within the scope of the rule 114 (point 2) in TM 2.0. 

Yet, in the cyber domain, each citizen should be secured enough from the cyber breaches 

beforehand, and not afterwards. Thus, when one reads - awareness is needed not just during 

preparatory stage, but at all times - this pushes the boundary further and signifies care as one of the 

practices that need to be deliberately unpacked. Take, for instance, the use of blockchain technology to 

securely store data, different security measures for access to citizens’ data ranging from regular 

passwords to USB reader devices (like in Estonia), and many other examples of how care in the cyber 

realm fractured and new type of practices of care, unfamiliar before, were afforded. At the same time, 

in the rule 114, even more than in the other two rules, it is unclear who is obliged to provide constant 

care: how? when? and from which perspective? This and other points will be further elaborated in the 

next section.  

 

3.3 Discussions and Objections: Moving Cyberwarfare Beyond State Level  

  

While being inspired by the bottom-up insights about care in the Estonian case, I made an attempt to 

contribute to the reading of TM 2.0 with these insights to fill in the value gap with practical 

observations. In this discussion section, I aim to reflect upon the dynamic in virtues and vices that 

correspond to the specific value of care, which should be encompassed when aiming on the 

development of regulatory framework. Since it is assumed that virtues and vices are interconnected and 

interdependent in the context of achieving eudaimonia, or utterly human flourishing, care is the 

ultimate value in “selfless service.” As it was suggested in the previous section, the value of care should 

not be perceived in a reductionist manner, as it appears now in TM 2.0 as something opaque, vague, and 

abstract. Thus, to narrow the focus in this thesis, I suggest to localize the discussion just around the rule 

114 point 2, as it seems to create more contradictions and raise more questions than the other two 

rules.  

         A remark about the limitation of this research is important here. Even though I indicate care as 

an intrinsic value that is crucial for eudaimonia, each component that constitutes eudaimonia, like 

justice, honesty, trust, and others, deserve to be explored separately. To provide a full account of 

eudaimonia in this sense, I do ultimately claim that substantial research shall be done with regard to 

each component of eudaimonia, highly relevant issues that provide transparent security. These are 
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virtues that correspond with the values that have shared meaning in each particular context but are 

vulnerable in the context of cyber threats.  

However, detailed elaboration on each of these values and virtues goes beyond the scope of this 

master thesis. Due to that, I excluded potential investigations on other values and virtues like justice, 

trust, and honesty, while being aware that the empirical data contains numerous insights on their 

matter, as well as on the matter of concern of this thesis. Thus, by endowing the lacking explanations 

about care in TM 2.0, I make a preliminary step to motivate further research where other components 

of eudaimonia which are necessary to achieve it will be extracted.  

 

As it was suggested in the section 3.1.1, following the Golden Mean rule, care can be perceived as a 

mean in continuity between excess and deficiency. It has a flexible nature that can be affected by the 

different circumstances that occur in people’s lives to shift it to one edge (constant surveillance) or 

another (indifference). As the R2 pointed out in the interview: “In a hybrid type of warfare, people [are] 

used as a means to achieve certain goals. We could see this happening recently during the US 2016 

Presidential elections, and [something] similar was happening in Estonia back in 2007.” 

 Following the notes that were made during the interviews with R3 and R4, in the case of 

Estonia, the citizens trust in the government’s ability to skillfully take care in the context of innovation 

that they deploy was targeted. From this view, the discussion should start with an underlying 

assumption: to ethically tackle cyberwarfare one needs to reveal a broader contextual picture, rather 

than merely focusing on the cyber attack itself and its direct consequences.  

The latter idea is not sufficiently covered in the ethics of cyberwarfare, but is very often 

articulated in International Relations and the securitization discourse around the strategies of hybrid 

wars to pick an environment where value tension appears to be dynamic. In other words, cyber attacks 

in Estonia in 2007 were mainly aimed to sabotage and challenge the Estonian government on their 

tendency towards the intensive digitalization of the country (Haataja; 2017), by targeting the weak areas 

- the existing value conflicts. In this strategy, every failure of the government to protect their citizens 

would result in broken promises, unjustified expectations, and the discrimination of one ethnic group or 

the other. Gradually increasing the conflict between Estonian and Russian inhabitants could even 

potentially turn into real civil war.  

Every misconduct and careless behavior from the government authorities’ side would 

immediately show their incapability to provide the level of security they promised, the level of care they 

pledged for the protection of the national heterogeneity of Estonian society. Thus, the target of this 
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event was apparently not just digital infrastructure, not just the government, not the ‘informational 

integrity,’ but the citizen’s trust in innovation and the ability of the government to handle the 

protection, in other words, to take care about their citizens and prevent reoccurrence of cyber attacks in 

the future.  

Importantly, the Estonian case also indicates how relevant and skillful practices of care have 

changed over time. In the past, the Estonian government would not need to advance security measures 

circularly: for each individual citizen and for the whole country network in general. However, in the 

contemporary world, the empowerment of vulnerable people to enhance their resistance to multiple 

cyber threats and the development of the capacity for communities and governments to mitigate cyber 

threats are a key component of the skillful technomoral care about the security of the system. In 

particular, what this represents, as it was also illustrated in the case of Estonia, is the human-centered 

values of human security.  

Let me elaborate upon these observations. It is notable that human-centered security concerns 

are, if not more, then equally relevant as state-security concerns because, as was revealed in the case of 

Estonia, empowering individual citizens by considering their diverse needs pinpoints towards the 

human-centered values that should be incorporated. To make this claim more concrete, in the Table 3 I 

contrasted state-centered security with a human security paradigm.  

 

Table 3. State-centered security versus Human security 
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The debate between human security and national security reveals that, when it comes to human 

intervention and others types of potential threats, the question that is relevant here is: why is it that we 

tend to focus on state stability, and not on more concrete elements such as access to food, water, jobs, 

education, health, and others? The Estonian case is a good example where some of these concerns are 

applicable. Due to the fact that cyberwarfare is not just about cyber attack, but rather about cyber peace 

as a mean to achieve certain goals, human-centered long-term security concerns are highly relevant. Yet 

such skillful practices of technomoral care as empowerment of vulnerable people to resist cyber threats 

and the development of capacities to mitigate cyber threats should be promoted not just on the local 

level, but on the level of legal proceeding like TM 2.0.  

Going back to the case study, Estonian governmental authorities and not cyber warriors or 

soldiers fulfilled the requirement of the rule 114 and employed the value of care by equally distributing 

information security in the country in inclusive, engaging, and educating ways that encountered the 

needs of different social groups. So, referring to the Rule 114, in this case, it is clear that the Estonian 

government took a long-term solution by empowering their citizens’ security (bottom-up micro level of 

individuals), not merely securing the country (top-down macro level of state). By doing so, they 

straightened the trustworthy relationship with their citizens and expressed what can be called 

technomoral care responsibly, skillfully and empathetically by technological advancement, that goes 

hand-in-hand with individual security advancement. The Estonian government largely invested not just 

on the digitalization of the state, but also on the digital education of every citizen. This type of response 

indicates two important points: 

  

● The intrinsic value of care was an overarching ‘pillow’ that was expressed and promoted in all 

those actions that were taken by the Estonian government since the cyber attack. It is important 

in itself, but also to grant trustworthy relationships, to express respect to human dignity and to 

resolve the situation in a just and inclusive way. By expressing care in a virtuous way, without 

discrimination of the Russian population, or elderly people, the Estonian government created 

educational programs in order to include different social groups equally (Russian population, 

Estonia population, elderly, kids). Care about all social groups in Estonia was promoted by 

technological means. Examples of that would be the accessibility to digital platforms in both the 

Estonian and Russian languages, promotion of instructors, and other support services on both 

languages. 
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● Constant upgrades of security measures for every user. In particular, it is evident that the 

Estonian government took a long-term path in preventing cyberwarfare, instead of merely 

defending from it. Thus, their agenda in response to the events in 2007 aimed to enhance their 

resilience to multiple threats and building capacities of the communities and governments to 

mitigate the threats, measures all aligned with a human security perspective. In other words, 

the empowerment of vulnerable people to enhance their resistance to multiple cyber threats 

together with the development of the capacities to mitigate those threats illustrates circularity 

between human-centered and state-centered security, where the second can be better granted 

by the enhancement of the first.  

 

Indeed, building upon the observation that citizens do not necessarily depict cyber attacks from the 

context in which they occur, meaningful insights could be extracted from the citizen’s experience of the 

context where this attack manifests. In the case of cyber attacks on Estonia in 2007, it was 

demonstrated that the government took a proactive role in empowering their citizens and building 

capacities to mitigate different cyber threats that may occur in the context of cyberwarfare. Such 

‘prevention’ policy is the most effective way in which care towards civilians and their objects can be 

skillfully expressed. This sense of “care” seems to be very different from the sense meant in TM2.0 and 

in JCW. Hence, by recalling all the aspects of the theoretical and empirical analysis, I argue that while 

TM2.0 and JCW leave out the significance of care as virtue by design, such sense of care is insufficient 

for the proper development of regulations for cyberwarfare in a sense broader than the act of war that 

aligns with the principle of JWT. 

 However, I want to emphasize that since this thesis is mainly dealing with an ethical question, 

instead of making a strong claim in favor of human security, I propose to highlight the relevance of 

human-centered values as an important preliminary step. In particular, because there are two 

objections posed to the idea of shifting towards a human security paradigm exploration which goes 

beyond the objective of this thesis: “on the one hand, the claim that less inter-states warned more 

casualties in intra-state does not necessarily prove that national security has become useless; on the 

other hand, public policy requires prioritizing certain aspects over others, it cannot just give same 

attention to everything concomitantly” (Mahmud et al., 2008, p. 69). Nevertheless, this analysis 

attempted to indicate the advantages of the shift towards a human-centered perspective on security 

that will potentially move the understanding of the regulations of cyberwarfare beyond a state level.  
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3.4 Objections, Limitations and Future Trajectories 

 

I want to conclude by recalling some objections. The first would be: up to what extent the critique of 

state-centrism suggested by this thesis is different from the critiques to traditional warfare? This critique 

of state-centrism is unique for cyberwarfare because it would be problematic to consider the possibility 

to sufficiently care in the case of a cyber attack, due to a significant dependence from the existing level 

of security advancement, technological development, and digitalization (DiMaggio & Hargittai, 2001). In 

other words, it would be difficult for a cyber warrior to take care during operation when basic digital 

security means are not met (consider digital divide issues). The one can never protect enough, the one 

always needs to maintain, or, alternatively create a resilient system. Hence, an aretaic reading of care, in 

this case, would pinpoint towards the need to perceive care as the maintenance of a resilient digital 

system, rather than an act in a particular situation according to the principle of discrimination, as if it 

would be in traditional warfare.  

 

Then, one might object: how would the findings of the current analysis be applicable to the context of 

larger countries than Estonia? Considering that people can rarely care sufficiently about their own digital 

security themselves to the extent of cyber threats that exist nowadays, the party which is responsible 

for security (government, military, cyber security agencies, private companies) is obliged to provide 

“constant care” on a daily basis. However, it is unclear who should care when we talk about larger 

countries, for instance, the U.S. Because the threats are mostly implied in (almost all) technologies and 

third parties provide security by default, such that no user can sufficiently affect such security on her 

own, certain requirements should motivate these providers of security to somehow consider more 

seriously the idea of a human-centered focus. That could be considered as a minimal first step to 

promote human-centered values in cyberspace in countries with diverse technological, social, and 

political landscapes. 

 

Another objection would be that care ethics can similarly support the core idea of this thesis: that the 

care needs to be reconsidered within the scope of cyber justice and digital divide (DiMaggio & Hargittai, 

2001). Since some countries are more digitally advanced than others, risk and benefits are distributed in 

an unequal and unjust way (DiMaggio & Hargittai, 2001), empowerment of the vulnerable seem to fit 

the objective of care ethics. Moreover, cyber operations raises multiple challenges regarding the digital 

divide and the currently existing asymmetry in cyber justice. Technomoral care, similarly to the care 
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ethics, would integrate these justice concerns in order to inform a long-term solution for building 

capacities to mitigate cyber threats and empower vulnerable people to resist those threats.  

However, I consider the idea of heterogeneous techno-social traditions to be important. As it 

was pointed out in the case of Estonia, care is a traditional value that evolved together with the 

digitalization of the country. Nevertheless, future research is needed to adjust the analysis to the 

heterogeneous techno-social context of different countries and not just Estonia. In further research, the 

aspects to be considered are: i) different capacities to mitigate cyber threats should be build according 

to particular needs of each technological and cultural context, ii) these needs should be acknowledged, 

signified, and encompassed, which should result ideally in iii) the empowerment of vulnerable people 

that enhances their ability to resist cyber threats by providing advanced security measures based on 

their current situation.  

  

Significantly, one might object aretaic ethics in the first place, as a theory that, similarly to deontological 

theories, still aims on universal maxims about what virtues should be considered as relevant. However, 

this would be a very limited representation of aretaic ethics and its capacities. Instead, aretaic ethics, in 

particular thechnomoral virtue ethics, can potentially serve as a fruitful foundation for legal theories and 

enable them to tackle the issues raised by diverse cyber threats based on the promotion of human-

centered values and human flourishing. Currently, civilian population requires empowerment since, as 

statistics shows (Figure 4, see in the Appendix D), literacy about cyber threats and self-awareness of 

preventive measures is dramatically low (even though this data is limited to the U.S., it is still a strong 

point to consider when analyzing the situation in Europe).  

Hence, this objection is rather weak because deontological theories in comparison to aretaic 

ones are voiceless; whereas the voice of aretaic theory speaks about the rules in TM 2.0 as lacking an 

emphasis on a skillful and empathetic expression of care by technological advancements together with 

investments in the promotion of self-awareness of up-to-date security measures.  

Last, but not least, since this thesis is a preliminary step for a serious consideration about the 

shift from deontic legal theory to aretaic legal theory, care was distinguished as one of the aspects that 

is vividly relevant for eudaimonia, the ultimate goal of aretiac legal theories. However, there are also 

other virtues like trust, justice, civility, and many more, that deserve further exploration under the 

overarching idea of the “legal turn” in the context of cyberwarfare and the regulations for cyber 

operations at large.  
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Moreover, more data is required to make data samples more diverse and encompassing, and 

not bounded to a single country, as this current research is. Hence, this can be a future direction for a 

doctoral research aimed at the highly impactful outcome for the benefit of digital and non-digital 

societies. Even though this point is only a preliminary step towards such direction, it is an important first 

step that integrates philosophy of technology and that takes cyberwarfare beyond the state level in 

accordance with existing legal challenges and considerations about actual cases.  

 

3.5 Conclusion  

 

In the Chapter 3, a principally different reading of TM 2.0 was proposed. It was argued that a broader 

perspective on the values, more specifically, human-centered values that are at stake in cyberwarfare is 

needed for the development of a solid legal framework. By going beyond the state level and focusing on 

the value of care as referred in TM 2.0 in the Rules 59, 92, and 114, two different ways of reading the 

manual were suggested based on the ethical theory of technomoral virtues (Vallor, 2016). On one hand 

(Rule 59, 92), care is understood in the sense of the principle of discrimination, and on the other hand 

(Rule 114), care is understood in the sense of technomoral virtue. It was concluded that the value of care 

does not reveal in what way care as a trait and as a practice is developing to grant civil rights to the 

societies who face dramatic expansion of interconnectedness of technologies with a minimal level of 

security. At the same time, the value of care does not have a homogeneous meaning around the world, 

since technological risks and benefits are distributed unequally. This requires an adjustment to the types 

of practices of care at the level of technological advancement of the particular context.  

This analysis was supported by the empirical insights from several interviews and a case study of 

the cyber attacks on Estonia in 2007. As a result, the combination of the theoretical and empirical 

analysis proposed in this chapter resulted in a preliminary step in favor of the shift towards a human-

centered perspective on security. Subsequently, it was pointed out that the understanding of the 

regulations of cyberwarfare should move beyond the state-centered security level. It was concluded that 

the shift towards human security might be a fruitful option for further development of the regulations for 

cyberwarfare, not solely for the cases that are classified as an act of war, but also for those that fall 

beneath the threshold.  
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General Concluding Remarks  

 

A year after the Tallinn Manual 2.0, a comprehensive academic study on how International Law applies 

to cyber operations, was published, many tensions and urgent challenges are waiting to be explored. In 

particular, these issues are urgent considering the rapid technological development in the Internet of 

Things, Robotics, Biomedical technologies and Geoengineering, and the relatively slow advancement of 

the legal frameworks. Although TM 2.0 is a good starting point, it appear to be tied with a state-

centered security paradigm and bounded by IL and JWT. This thesis offered a critical appraisal of TM 2.0 

and more general ethical debate around the regulations for cyberwarfare.  

Due to the international nature of the manual, it does not represent the point of view of a 

particular state. As the Dutch Minister of Foreign Affairs Stef Blok highlights: “the Netherlands doesn't 

necessarily agree with everything in it [TM 2.0],” he continues, “but this is the only way we can impose a 

price on bad behavior.”21 However, considering how widely cyber threats are spread around the world 

and how vulnerable new and emerging technologies that enter every level of individual, social, 

economic, and political being are, it remains arguable if the imposition of the price on behavior is the 

only objective to address. This thesis, with the help of philosophy of technology, made an attempt to 

show that instead of merely imposing the price on certain behaviors, it is particularly important to shift 

the focus and promote the right type of behaviors. 

In order to proceed to my argument, I started the first chapter with an introduction and the 

methodological scope. Then, in Chapter 2, a critical examination of the conceptual and regulatory 

debate around TM 2.0 and cyberwarfare at large was done. The key issues on conceptual and regulatory 

gaps were indicated. Since the TM 2.0 is a set of guidelines on how IL applies to cyber conflict that 

predominantly relies on JWT, there are certain limitations in its applicability which were framed as the 

regulatory gap. These challenges were introduced within the scope of the tension that appears between 

JWT, TM 2.0, and actual case studies. It was concluded that, apart from the conceptual and regulatory 

gaps, the value gap is limiting the analysis when cyberwarfare is at stake. The value gap that is caused by 

a state-centered security paradigm, which underlies IL and constitutes the basis of TM 2.0, was made 

apparent here.  

Furthermore, in order to reveal the relevance of such observation, I contrasted the state-

centered security with the human security paradigm and pinpointed the human-centered values that 

                                                      
21 See report (p. 9):  http://puc.overheid.nl/doc/PUC_248137_11 

http://puc.overheid.nl/doc/PUC_248137_11
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are somehow dismissed. In this respect, in Chapter 2, three main positions in the ethics of cyberwarfare 

were further examined: 1) the ‘moderates,’ who are the proponents of JWT and whose foundational 

account is hold in TM 2.0; 2) the ‘skeptics,’ who are largely critical about the necessity of the military 

context and JWT and implicitly object to the state-centered values brought by this context; and 3) the 

‘radicals,’ who proposed the discontinuity approach and the JCW framework based on the onto-centric 

genuine value of ‘integrity of information system.’  

At the same time, only the ‘radicals’ did suggest a constructive solution to re-evaluate the basics 

of IL - JWT in the light of new and emerging technologies. Yet ‘information integrity,’ the genuine value 

suggested by them, appears to be an instrumental value and, thus, is misleading because of its 

insensitivity to the different cultural and technological contexts in regards to the distribution of risks and 

benefits of technologies. It was shown that due to the relevance of the risks and benefits distribution of 

new and emerging technologies and the correspondence with cultural heterogeneity in the regulation of 

cyberwarfare, JCW appears to be a context-insensitive framework that suggest instrumental values 

which in the macro level rests on the state-security paradigm and, ultimately, does not fill in the existing 

value gap. Thus, an alternative view on the relevant values was required in order to fill in the value gap 

currently existing in the debate around TM 2.0 and the regulation of cyberwarfare at large. 

 

In Chapter 3, the principally different reading of TM 2.0 and respectively, JWT, was demonstrated.  

This was tailored with the explanations of technomoral virtue ethics (Vallor, 2016). Under this light, the 

technomoral care was provided with temporal and spatial dimensions of concern and was subsequently 

proposed as an encompassing practice of skillful and empathetic nature, which is based on the intrinsic 

value of care that is commonly recognized as important. By taking cyberwarfare beyond the state-

centered security level and focusing on the value of care as referred in TM 2.0 in the Rules 59, 92, 114, 

two different ways of reading it were suggested. It was indicated that TM 2.0 implies two different 

connotations of care. 

 In the Rule 59, the notion of care was understood in the sense of the principle of discrimination, 

and thus was limited to be a requirement for the military personnel. However, in the cyber domain it is 

not an entirely right statement that military personnel grants cyber security. Often, those are third 

parties, private companies, governmental securitization programs, or cyber security agencies. Thus, 

certain virtues that were overlooked in JWT and TM 2.0 but however appear to be relevant, in 

particular, care, were revealed and critically re-examined in the light of new and emerging technologies. 
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This became a link to the second way of reading the notion of care in TM 2.0 which appears to 

be significantly relevant, but nevertheless, dismissed in the debate. In the Rule 114, the notion of care 

was understood in the sense of technomoral care, as a character trait, as a practice that should grant a 

sufficient level of cybersecurity to civil societies who face dramatic expansion of interconnectedness of 

technologies. Indeed, since the value of care does not entail a homogeneous meaning around the world, 

the technological risks and benefits are distributed unequally and that is why the practices of care 

should be adjusted to the level of technological advancement of the particular context in order to 

promote basic literacy in cybersecurity.  

Such conclusion was based not merely on the theoretical analysis, but also supported by the 

empirical insights from the interviews and elaborations upon the case study of cyber attacks on Estonia 

in 2007. Thus, by shifting from the prioritization of the values of state-centered security to the human-

centered values of human security, this challenge can be addressed by a regulatory framework that will 

address ‘grey zones’ of IL by foundationally relying on the human-centered values of human security.  

The combination of all these components of the analysis led to the answer on the main research 

question: In what way could an ethical theory of technomoral virtues fill in the value gap that currently 

exists in the Tallinn Manual 2.0 and, more broadly, in the debate surrounding the development of 

regulations for cyberwarfare? 

 

As a response to this question, it was suggested that the combination of the theoretical and 

empirical analyses based on the ethical theory of technomoral virtues had served as a preliminary step 

of the shift towards a human-centered perspective on the security and aretaic legal theory. Based on 

this theoretical underpinning, it was argued that a broader perspective on values, more specifically, 

human-centered values that are at stake in cyberwarfare, is needed for the development of a solid legal 

framework that will regulate cyberwarfare. From this view, the ethical theory of technomoral virtues is 

able to fill in the value gap, by taking the regulations of cyberwarfare beyond state level. This way, the 

focus on a) prevention instead of merely protection, and b) promotion, instead of prescriptive regulation 

may lead to empowerment of vulnerable people to enhance their ability to resist cyber threats and the 

deliberate building of capacities to mitigate cyber threats on the international level.  

While this idea requires further investigation and research within the domain of human security 

and ethical foundations of legal theory, this master thesis made a strong preliminary claim towards this 

direction. By suggesting this critical interdisciplinary analysis, I aimed to point towards the ‘legal turn’ to 

aretaic legal theories and the significance of virtues that are practiced through technological means. The 
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shift from deontological ethics to an aretaic ethical theory is particularly fruitful for the development of 

a legal framework because it provides more possibilities to capture different culturally-technological 

contexts with respect to the dynamic nature of human-centered values informed by these diverse 

technological practices. 
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Appendix 1. The Conceptual Justifications: the Definition of 

Cyberwarfare 

 

While cyberwarfare often pops up as a name for the different cyber attack cases on the media, the 

cross-disciplinary environment around the definition of “cyberwarfare” is still rather problematic. In 

their paper “The Hierarchy of Cyberwar Definitions” (2017), Daniel Hughes and Andrew Colarik provided 

a comprehensive definitional analysis of 159 publications that contained notions like ‘cyber war’ and 

‘cyber warfare’ and different types of spelling of such a concept in their titles and abstract keywords. 

Following this search criteria, their discourse analysis included all publications that were published 

before 2016. This resulted in an academic output that provides an extensive conceptual background for 

the further ethical analysis of cyberwarfare. Hughes and Colarik deduced their textual and disciplinary 

analysis to several conclusions. I will list some of their findings in order to pick a definition and ‘map’ the 

cross-disciplinary conceptual environment around cyberwarfare. 

 First, although the notion of war is classically attributed to the act of war, and is different of 

what warfare implies, studies showed that there is no basis to definitely distinguish between ‘cyber war’ 

and ‘cyber warfare.’ Their quantitative analysis revealed that out of 159 publications, 39 only used 

’cyber war,’ 43 use ’cyber warfare’ and the rest 75 used both terms without any distinction (Hughes & 

Colarik, 2017, p. 17). Thus, to strictly follow the aim of this thesis in unpacking the values in TM 2.0, I will 

consistently stick to the term ‘cyberwarfare.’ However, I will use it as synonymous to ‘cyber war,’ 

‘cyberwar,’ and ‘cyber warfare,’ with awareness of the fact that conceptual clarity around cyberwarfare 

is an urgent inquiry for philosophers and ethicists, that unfortunately, goes beyond the scope of this 

thesis. 

 The second conclusion the authors made which is relevant for further conceptual clarity, is that 

“despite location in a domain ostensibly concerned with the explication and implications of newly 

emerged technologies and modalities, a majority of articles do not offer explicit definitions of either 

cyber war or cyber warfare from which to base their analysis” (Hughes & Colarik, 2017, p. 29). The 

authors pointed out the distinction between an explicit and an implicit definition. The former being the 

one that is particularly formulated and referred in the text, and the latter that has, without specific 

articulation, an implicit reference to the debate. More specifically, out of 159 publications, only 56 used 

explicit definitions. This indicates a raising conceptual gap fueled by the stipulative use of the 
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‘cyberwarfare’ definition and a dis-convergence upon particular terminological formulas. That is why, for 

the sake of conceptual clarity, I will further select the most comprehensive single definition. 

 Considering all the above-mentioned points, it is clear that the discourse is inherently inter-

disciplinary, and as Hughes & Colarik pointed out, the definitions that arise from different disciplines 

migrate across the articles. Strategic and Security Studies, Military Studies, International Relations, Law, 

ICT, Ethics are dominant disciplines in the debate around cyberwarfare, thus the latter is a 

multidisciplinary issue. However, the conceptual lack of clarity around cyberwarfare is a significant 

challenge for the flow and accuracy in the cross-disciplinary debate. As R1 commented on the difficulties 

to find an agreement upon the definition of cyberwarfare in the interview: 

 

Difficulties with the definition of cyberwarfare are in essence similar to the ambiguities and 

complexities in a conceptual agreement on the definition of such phenomena as terrorism. It 

became a politically loaded term, with no universal definition. 

 

A similar point was made by R2 - the idea of politicization of the security issue - which is commonly 

discussed in International Relations Studies.  

 

In this view, I suggest to critically examine several definitions in order to get an understanding of the 

conceptual complexities surrounding cyberwarfare and evaluate which one is the most comprehensive. 

Following Hughes & Colarik (2017), it is possible to extract five core definitions from the cross-

disciplinary discourse around cyberwarfare. These are distinguished in their hierarchical order according 

to the widespread academic usage and quantitative analysis of the number of citations (Hughes & 

Colarik, 2017). I propose to take a close look at the conceptual differences of these definitions. They are 

introduced in Table 4.  
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Table 4. Breakdown of cross-disciplinary definitions (Hughes & Colarik, 2017,  p. 24) 

 

From these five definitions it becomes clear that some scholars (Clarke & Knake, 2011; Taddeo, 2012) 

explicitly specify a nation-state as the main actor, and others do not. Nevertheless, they all implicitly 
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presuppose it by inserting loaded concepts like ‘national will’ and ‘military operation.’ At the same time, 

while Alford’s (2000) definition refers to software as the target, other four definitions provide more 

space for potential targets referring to informational environments and computer networks. The most 

encompassing definition is the one offered by the ethicist Taddeo (2012). I do not claim it is a universal 

definition. However, for the operational purposes of this thesis, Taddeo’s definition provides substantial 

clarity on the nature and components of cyberwarfare.  

 In what follows, I elaborate a bit further on some details of Taddeo’s definition and insert some 

clarifications. According to Hughes’s and Colarik’s (2017) observation, Taddeo’s definition is 

conceptually rooted in two often cited and influential definitions proposed by Clarke & Knake (2011) and 

Arquilla & Ronfeldt (1993, p. 29). Both of these definitions presuppose military context. At the same 

time, in her definition, Taddeo specifies the informational environment as a core location, which 

extends from Arquilla & Ronfeldt’s (1993) reference to information-related principles.22 However, what 

is considered under these principles and why are they relevant in a conceptual analysis of cyberwarfare? 

In order to answer this question, I turn to the discussion of cyberwarfare as compared to the classical 

conceptualization of warfare.  

 Arquilla and Ronfeldt (1993) claim that the idea of cyberwarfare goes far beyond merely 

improving and defending the state’s own systems while attacking the enemies. They refer to the context 

of classic war theory suggested by Carl von Clausewitz, framing the idea that cyberwar “is characterized 

by the effort to turn knowledge into capability” (Arquilla and Ronfeldt, 1993, p. 32). The authors 

illustrate this claim with the strategies used by the Mongols in the 13th-century,23 who succeeded partly 

due to their dominance on the informational battlefield. To phrase it differently, when one sees a bigger 

picture of the battle and calculates different strategies according to an extensive knowledge about this 

picture, the chances of winning become relatively high, in spite of potential advantages of the adversary. 

                                                      
22  The authors formulated a clear division between the typology ‘netwar’ and ‘cyberwar.’ They defined ‘netwar’ as “a new 
entry on the spectrum of conflict that spans economic, political, and social as well as military forms of “war” (Arquilla and 
Ronfeldt, 1993, p. 28). While ‘cyberwar,’ may instead “raise broad issues of military organization and doctrine, as well as 
strategy, tactics, and weapons design” (Arquilla and Ronfeldt, 1993, p. 32). In other words, the guiding assumption is that the 
role of the organization and technology is significant as such, because compared to ‘netwar,’ ‘cyberwar’ “may be applicable in 
low- and high-intensity conflicts, in conventional and non-conventional environments, and for defensive or offensive purposes” 
(Arquilla and Ronfeldt, 1993, p. 31). 

 
23  Quoting the note about 13 century Mongols example directly from the source: “We might appear to be extrapolating from 
the U.S. victory in the Gulf War against Iraq. But our vision is inspired more by the example of the Mongols of the 13th Century. 
Their “hordes” were almost always outnumbered by their opponents. Yet they conquered, and held for over a century, the 
largest continental empire ever seen. The key to Mongol success was their absolute dominance of battlefield information. They 
struck when and where they deemed appropriate; and their “Arrow Riders” kept field commanders, often separated by 
hundreds of miles, in daily communication” (Arquilla and Ronfeldt, 1993,  p. 24). 
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The information becomes a sort of “weapon,” that, in collaboration with other means, contributes 

beneficially in conventional and non-conventional environments of low- or high-intensity conflicts for 

defensive or offensive purposes. 

 In this view, Taddeo’s definition incorporates two points: 1) it adopts the idea of diversity of 

wars, in a Clausewitz sense, by explicitly distinguishing between ‘physical and non-physical domains’ of 

operation; 2) it highlights the informational nature rooted in the Information Revolution, and thus, 

affords the non-physical environment for strategic operations. Thus, considering the transversality 

included in the categorization  of Taddeo’s definition, I consider this definition to be the most 

comprehensive from those listed in Table 4.  
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Appendix B. The Core Principles of Just War Theory  

 

The six principles of jus ad bellum relate to one another (Lazar, 2017) and can be best described in a 

nutshell as represented in Table 4.  

 

Table 4. jus ad bellum principles (Lazar, 2017). 

 

 

The principles of jus in bello hold that conduct in war must satisfy three following principles presented in 

Table 5. 

 

Table 5. jus in bello principles (Lazar, 2017).
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Appendix C. Quantitative Data About Future Cyber Threats 

 

Considering quantitative data conducted by Statista about “Greatest cyber threat risks over the next 

three years according to senior information technology practitioners worldwide as of 2017,”  those 

cases that are distinguished by TM 2.0 as an act of war are, according to 1100 respondents (senior 

information technology practitioners), just a part of the threat that appear to be relevant for security 

considerations (see picture 3).  

 

Picture 3. Greatest cyber threat risks over the next three years according to senior information 

technology practitioners worldwide as of 201724. 

 

 

                                                      
24 See https://www.statista.com/statistics/807380/united-states-cybersecurity-topics-awareness/. 
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Appendix D. Quantitative Data About Cybersecurity Literacy in the U.S 

(2016) 

 

Picture 4. Knowledge of various cybersecurity topics among adults in the United States as of June 

2016.25 

 

                                                      
25 See: https://www.statista.com/statistics/883716/greatest-cyber-threat-risks-expected-by-senior-it-practitioners-threat-

type/. 
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Appendix E. Questions for Expert Interview (R1) 

In May 2018 I conducted semi-structured interview with an expert in Computer Ethics. The areas of 

expertise of this researcher includes computer ethics, information ethics, military, security, political 

philosophy. The interview took approximately 60 minutes. The permission to record the interview was 

given, and name, gender and age are anonymized. Below in Table 6 I exemplify several question from 

the interview. Original raw data (recordings) was deleted, and anonymized material is stored on a 

separate USB as a transcript.  

 

Table 6. Sample questions for R1. 
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Appendix F. Questions for Expert Interview (R2) 

In April 2018 I conducted semi-structured interview with an expert in International Relations. The areas 

of expertise of this researcher includes international law, information warfare, military, security, political 

science. The interview took approximately 60 minutes. The permission to record the interview was 

given, and name, gender and age are anonymized. Below in Table 7 I exemplify several question from 

the interview. Original raw data (recordings) was deleted, and anonymized material is stored on a 

separate USB as a transcript.  

 

Table 7. Sample questions for R2. 
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Appendix G. Questions for Estonian Citizen (R3) 

In April 2018 I conducted semi-structured interview with an Estonian citizen from Russian ancestry (R3). 

The interview took approximately 60 minutes. The permission to record the interview was given, and 

name, gender and age are anonymized. Below in Table 8 I exemplify several questions from the 

interview in Russian language. Original raw data (recordings) was deleted, and anonymized material is 

stored on a separate USB as a transcript.           

 

Table 8. Sample questions for R3.    
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Appendix H. Questions for Estonian Citizen (R4) 

In September 2018 I conducted semi-structured interview with an Estonian citizen from Estonian 

ancestry (R4).  The interview took approximately 60 minutes. The permission to record the interview 

was given, and name, gender and age are anonymized. Below in Table 9 I exemplify several question 

from the interview.  Original raw data (recordings) was deleted, and anonymized material is stored on a 

separate USB as a transcript.   

   

Table 9. Sample questions for R4.    
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